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ABSTRACT
Following the events at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant complex on
March 11th 2011, there is an increased need for research into accident tolerant light water
reactor fuels. In addition to the need for accident tolerant fuels testing there is a rising
demand for clean renewable energy and the design of many generation IV reactors to fill
the role which will require testing of such reactors and their fuels. Calculations and
simulations are vital for the development and initial testing of these fuels, however
ultimately experiments must be performed that push the fuels to the limits of their safety
margins and beyond thus providing proof of concept. The Transient Reactor Test
(TREAT) Facility is designed to perform transient testing to support a basic
understanding of nuclear fuel behavior under such off-normal conditions (Idaho National
Laboratory, 2009).
The TREAT Facility was an air cooled, graphite moderated, thermal spectrum
reactor designed to test fast reactor fuels in over power and under cooling scenarios. The
TREAT facility operated for 35 years. During this time the test facility conducted
v

thousands of transients and hundreds of tests for a wide variety of reactor development
programs and fuel types, with a distinguished history of producing significant safety
experiment results (Crawford et al., 1999). Return to operable condition and resumption
of testing is currently under consideration by the Department of Energy. TREAT could
provide a facility for testing of high-bumup LWR elements, CANDU reactor elements,
and innovative fuel element designs for reactors of the future. (Crawford et al., 1998)
Reliable computer modeling of the TREAT reactor can be used to assist in the
design and setup of experiments performed by the TREAT reactor. If transients can be
accurately simulated using computer models then these can be compared to the current
techniques for calculating the necessary parameters such as the number of fuel
assemblies, control rod height and time required to achieve the desired total energy
deposition in a test material. This additional information may help to confirm the validity
of the predicted parameters. Additionally computer models of TREAT may be used in an
effort to design LEU fuel assemblies to replace the HEU fuel assemblies currently used in
the TREAT core.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION TO TREAT

Figure 1.1: Cutaway of the TREAT reactor.

Argonne National Labs (ANL) originally constructed TREAT as part of its
Argonne National Labs West Division which is now Idaho National Labs (INL). The
TREAT facility is located 28 miles west of Idaho Falls, at the Materials and Fuels
Complex (MFC) of INL. The MFC also houses facilities designed to handle and process
irradiated nuclear fuel assemblies such as the Fuel Conditioning Facility, the Hot Fuel
Examination Facility (post-irradiation examination) and the Fuel Manufacturing facility
which puts TREAT in the perfect location to perform a multitude of fuel tests
(Campbell).
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In the 1980s TREAT underwent a major overhaul in order to increase its
capability to support Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBR) safety program and
provide a unique environment for testing thermal reactor design computational methods
and data over spectral and temperature regimes that had not previously been encountered.
(Bhattacharyya, 1982) Originally TREAT could not accommodate test clusters of size
larger than 7 pins because of reactivity and size restrictions. Following the upgrade
TREAT could test clusters of up to 37 pins (each pin having a .23”-.27” O.D.). Although
TREAT was designed to evaluate fast reactor fuels, since the upgrade, it has also been
used for light water reactor fuel testing as well as other exotic special purpose fuels
(Ehresman).
The TREAT facility tested fuel by subjecting test materials to a neutron pulse that
simulated conditions ranging from a mild upset to a severe reactor accident. The severity
of the material conditions depended on such factors as core power, the power coupling
factor and the amount of time the test material was subjected to the high neutron flux (the
length of the transient). To test the material it was placed axially through the center of the
core, the core was then brought to a power level substantial enough to heat the material to
that of the normal operating conditions that the material would be subjected to. From
there the transient rod was rapidly removed via pneumatics (later changed to hydraulics)
thus simulating the reactivity initiated accident (RIA). The transient could be terminated
after a predetermined amount of time by pneumatically inserting shutdown rods via the
transient control system however rod insertion is not required in order to terminate the
transient. Transients were self-limiting due to the very large temperature coefficient of
reactivity thus a scram was not required to end the transient or to prevent damage to the
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core. This inherent stability made the TREAT reactor exceptionally safe. The TREAT
core itself was air cooled but during the short times of the transients air cooling was
generally not used and would have had no relative effect. The core would not overheat
due to its high carbon to Uranium 235 atomic ratio (10,000/1) as reported in ANL-6034.
The high heat capacity of carbon in the uranium oxide-graphite matrix acted as an
enormous heat sink and was an excellent thermal conductor.

1.1 Design
The TREAT core consisted of a square 19x19 (76”x76”) lattice structure of fuel,
reflector, control rod and other various assemblies some of which are shown in figure 1.2
from ANL-6034. ANL-6034 has been my source for all design specifications, unless
otherwise specified. All assemblies were 3.96”x3.96” with chamfered edges and a 0.04”

Figure 1.2: TREAT various assemblies.
5

gap between assemblies to allow for air flow. The chamfered edges form a 8 in. square
cooling channel at the corners of the elements when they were loaded in the core matrix.

3

Core assemblies were interchangeable with a minimum core loading of 133 fuel
assemblies. All assemblies were eight feet tall however the fuel section of assemblies was
four feet tall with 2 feet of reflector above and 2 feet of reflector below. Surrounding the
core radially is two feet of permanent graphite reflector.
1.1.1 Fuel
The reactor fuel was made by mixing and grinding highly enriched uranium (93.1
W/O U-235) oxide (U3O8) with graphite flour and pitch which was then die pressed at
5000 psi and 100oC into 3.809” square blocks that are 8” high with chamfered corners.
After the blocks where formed they were then baked at 950oC for two weeks which
transforms the pitch to carbon and reduces the U3O8 to UO2. It should be noted that this
temperature is not high enough to attain a graphite crystal structure thus the carbon
crystal structure is a complex mixture of graphite particles in a nongraphitized elemental
carbon matrix (Swanson and Harrison, 1988). During the baking process borated stainless
steel dividers were used between the blocks to reduce the risk of criticality however some
boron diffused into the graphite. There are some discrepancies between the reports as to
the exact boron content within the graphite-urania fuel blocks. The average boron
concentration reported in ANL-5963, ANL-6034 and ANL-6174 was 6 ppm. ANL-6115,
which reports specifically on the results of spectro-chemical and chemical analyses of the
fuel, concludes that the boron content was 7.6 ppm. Although I have run calculations
using both 6 ppm and 7.6 ppm the majority of my calculations were ran using 7.6 ppm
boron concentration as I believe that to be the more correct of the two.
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1.1.2 Assemblies
The fuel region of standard fuel assemblies was made of six 8 in. long fuel blocks
placed within a zircaloy 3 clad can thus equating to a 4 foot high fuel region. The zircaloy
cladding of the can was 25 mils thick around the sides with a 55 mils void between the
1

fuel and the cladding. At the ends of the cans a 4 in. ribbed zirconium spacer was placed
in order to delay heat transfer from the fuel to the reflector. Finally

3
32

in. zircaloy

endcaps were welded on thus
completing the fuel section of the
fuel assembly. The fuel blocks were
outgassed via an outgas tube that was
attached a top the cans of fuel. This
outgas tube remained in place for all
fuel assemblies and in my model is
represented as a void in the reflector
above the fuel.
The reflector portions above
and below the fuel of the fuel
assemblies were graphite machined
from the Chicago Pile-2 (CP-2)
reactor. The graphite reflector was
clad in aluminum 6063 cladding 50
mils thick. Riveted to the aluminum
cladding were zircaloy tabs which
Figure 1.3: TREAT Standard Fuel Assembly
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were then resistance welded to the fuel section of the fuel assemblies. In addition to a
section of the graphite being machined out to provide space for the outgas tube, sections
of graphite were also removed to account for the rivets and zircaloy tabs. I was not able
to find any citable documentation defining these dimensions and I will discuss this
further when I describe how I modeled the reactor in Chapter 3. As reported in ANL6115 the boron content of the reflector graphite was also found to be higher than that
originally specified at 1 ppm which is the concentration I used in my model. Figure 1.3
shows cutaways of a fuel assembly. In figure 1.3, from ANL-6034, it should be noted that
there is a discrepancy from what is written in the report. The image portrays that the
distance from the bottom of the lower zircaloy endcap of the fuel section to the top of the
1
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upper endcap as being 488 in. however I believe this distance should in fact be 4816 in.
1

3

given that the fuel is 48 in. each zirconium spacer is 4 in. and each zircaloy endcap is 32
in.
The control rod fuel assemblies were essentially identical to the standard fuel
1

1

assemblies accept that a 8 in. thick 24 in. O.D. zircaloy 2 guide tube ran through the axial
center with a 40 mils thick void between the zircaloy guide tube and the fuel. This void is
not mentioned in any text that I have access to and I will also discuss this issue further in
Chapter 3.
1.1.3 Control Rods
The TREAT control rods were made up of three sections the first two of which
were interchangeable depending on desired use. If the rod was desired to be used as a
normal shutdown rod then the upper portion of the rod was boron carbide (B4C) powder,
1

compressed to a minimum density of 1.6 g/cc, housed within a 8 in. thick carbon steel
6

3

tube with an O.D. of 14 in.
The carbon steel tube was
Kanigen nickel plated for
corrosion resistance at
elevated temperatures. This
poison section of the rod
was five feet long as was
the zircaloy follower
section. For normal
shutdown rods the middle
section was the zircaloy
follower. The zircaloy
follower section was made
up of graphite rods housed
1

within a 8 in. thick zircaloy
3

2 tube with an O.D. of 14

Figure 1.4: Shutdown Control Rod.

in. If the control rod was desired to be used as a transient rod the poison and zircaloy
sections are swapped thus the upper section was the zircaloy follower and the middle
section was poison. The final section was the steel follower section and was seven feet of
1

3

in. thick carbon steel tube with an O.D. of 14 in. The first two feet of which contained
8
an extra-long (10 in.) male fitting to provide radiation shielding when the rod was in the
shutdown position with the remainder of the two feet being comprised of graphite. The
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last five feet of the steel follower section was filled with graphite and the end plug was
threaded to receive the drive knuckle. Figure 1.4 shows an axial cutaway of a control rod.
Besides standard fuel assemblies and control rod assemblies many other
assemblies were manufactured for the core. Zircaloy clad dummy assemblies were made
with the exact same specifications as the standard fuel assembly accept that reflector
graphite was loaded into the fuel region instead of graphite-urania fuel blocks. The
zircaloy clad dummy assemblies were located between the standard fuel assemblies and
aluminum dummy assemblies to act as a thermal barrier for the aluminum clad
assemblies. Aluminum clad dummy assemblies were made simply by placing reflector
graphite fuel blocks into an eight foot long aluminum can. Additionally thermocouple
fuel assemblies, access hole fuel assemblies, access hole dummy assemblies and
shielding assemblies were manufactured, however since none of these were used in my
model of the core I will not describe them here. Support and alignment of the various
assemblies was provided by a 6 foot 7 inch grid plate machined to accommodate 32
control rod assemblies and 329 other various assemblies, again this grid plate is not part
of my model and will not be described any further in this text. More information on the
all of the assemblies and the grid plate support system can be found in ANL-6034.
1.1.4 Permanent Reflector
Surrounding the 19x19 structure of various assemblies was a 2 foot wide 7 foot 8
inch high permanent reflector comprised of stacked 4 inch square stingers. These graphite
blocks also came from the CP-2 reactor however these blocks where not adequately
protected from the elements. According to ANL-6115 moisture contents as high as 1.81
weight percent H2O were measured however allowing the graphite blocks to sit in dry
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circulated air would appreciably reduce the moisture content as indicated by the tests
performed at Idaho where the highest moisture content was 0.035 weight percent H2O.
According to ANL-6115 the presumed moisture content was less than 1 percent. This
possible moisture content should be small enough and should have dried enough at the
time of the experiments that it should not be a concern and so I did not take it into
consideration in my model.
Although not explicitly written or described, several drawings indicate that there
were two 2 inch air gaps, one between the fuel and the permanent reflector and the other
between the permanent reflector and the shielding. Several large removable graphite
blocks also made up the permanent reflector in the areas which face viewing slots within
the core. When it was desired to use a core viewing slot the 235 lbs. graphite could be
vertically raised and held in place with an aluminum lifting bracket.

Figure 1.5: Radial cutaway of TREAT, from ANL-6174, highlighting the permanent reflector.
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1.1.5 Reactor Cooling
The reactor cooling
system was primarily
installed to cool the reactor
after a transient, the time for
which varied depending on
the transient however
typically another transient
could not take place until the

Figure 1.6: TREAT air cooling system (Freund et al., 1960).

reactor had cooled at least overnight. The TREAT reactor was air cooled via two parallel
40-HP Spencer Turbocombressors, each of which was rated for 3,250 cfm, and combined
maintain about 6,000 cfm of airflow through the core. An induced draft air system was
used keeping the core at a slightly negative pressure. Two filtered inlet plenums kept
airborne contaminants from entering the core while exhaust filters kept potentially
radioactive contaminants from exiting. To prevent damage to the exhaust filters a core
bypass was installed and was automatically operated limiting the exhaust temperature to
250oC.

1.2 Operation
With the exception of a few manual scram buttons at the reactor building all
reactor controls were housed within the control building located half a mile from the
reactor building. The control and instrumentations signal cables are ran underground
between the two buildings. All control switches, indicators, and recorders required for
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startup, steady-state, or transient operations are displayed on the control console in the
control building.
In order to help understand transients it may be helpful to understand the
orientation of the control rod. Initially I had the orientation backwards and this led to
some confusion which required me to change my model. The control rod drive
mechanism was in the sub-pile room, below the core. Shutdown rods were withdrawn
fully when they were raised to their highest position above the core so that the bottom of
the poison section was above the core. This means that the 5 feet of zircaloy follower ran
through the core, the top of the zircaloy follower at 6 in. above the core and the bottom at
6 in. below the core. Below that was the steel follower. The poison section of shutdown
rods was inserted by moving the rod downward into the core.
Transient rods had the poison section in the middle of the rod. The top section of
the rod was the zircaloy follower section. The rod was considered fully withdrawn when
the top of the poison section was 6 in. below the core. This means that the bottom of the 5
foot zircaloy follower was 6 in. below the core and the top of the zircaloy follower was 6
in. above the core. The transient rods poison section was inserted by moving the rod
upward.
Transient operations were varied in initial temperature, peak power, length of
transient and total energy deposited. Generally the reactor was brought critical at a power
large enough to raise the test sample temperature to the standard operating temperature of
the reactor fuel for which the sample was being tested. Some samples however could
have been tested at a much lower or higher initial temperature and initial power level if
desired. Control rod 1 would have been used to maintain criticality at the desired power
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level. The control rods were positioned via a motor driven lead screw at a rate of 6
in./min. Control rod 1 was calibrated with all other rods fully withdrawn, as would be the
state of the rods during the transient. Control rod 1 would be set as a standard shutdown
rod i.e. the top section was poison and the middle section was the zircaloy follower.
Based on the calibration of rod 1 it would be withdrawn, upwards, to a specific height
which in turn increasing reactivity by a predetermined amount. Simultaneously control
rod 2 would be inserted, upwards from below, thus maintaining criticality. Although
control rod 2’s position would influence the worth of control rod 1 when the transient is
initiated control rod 2 is ejected and thus the calibration of rod 1 with all other rods
withdrawn is valid.
With the control rods set and the test sample at the desired temperature the
transient would be initiated and the transient control system would take control.
Pneumatic air pressure would fully insert control rod 2, at a rate of up to 4 feet in 80
msec. with a maximum accelerating force of 5,000 lbs. The rod would be slowed towards
the end of movement by the air it compresses into a dashpot as it moves. A relief valve
set to 450 psi would provide enough resistance to stop the rod at the end of travel without
causing bounce back. The final position of control rod 2 would be so that the top of the
poison section is 6 in. below the core and the zircaloy follower section runs through the
core. With control rod 2 no longer suppressing the positive reactivity caused by the
elevated position of control rod 1 the transient begins.
Power would increase at a rate dependent on the reactor period which is of course
dependent on the amount of positive reactivity. From this point a couple of different
things could happen. The transient could be automatically terminated after a
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predetermined time by the transient control system. If the transient is not set to
automatically terminate then the operator could scram the reactor at any point or shim
control rod 1 as desired to reduce or even increase power, although the self-limiting
nature of the core will reduce reactivity and thus power as temperature rises. In the case
of a self-limiting burst no operator action at all would be desired and the power level
would only be controlled by the negative temperature coefficient of reactivity.

13

CHAPTER 2: SERPENT

2.1 Monte Carlo
A group of scientist in Los Alamos in the 1940s used the term Monte Carlo to
describe a class of mathematical methods used on the development nuclear weapons
(Kalos and Witlock, 2008). The Oxford Dictionary defines the Monte Carlo method as
“A technique in which a large quantity of randomly generated numbers are studied using
a probabilistic model to find an approximate solution to a numerical problem that would
be difficult to solve by other methods.” Although Monte Carlo methods can be used for
many different scientific and economic purposes our primary interest here is its use in
numerically solving the neutron transport equation.
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The Monte Carlo approach to solving the neutron transport equation entails the


use of random numbers and probability density functions (PDF) in order to perform
random sampling. For example the random sampling of the distance to collision in a
material can be performed in the following way. Given that the PDF for distance to
collision is:

f  x   T e T x 

(2.2)

Where x is the distance and is greater than zero and T is the total macroscopic cross
section. From this PDF the cumulative distribution function (CDF) is derived.
F  x    f  x dx  1  e T  x 
x

0
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(2.3)

Where F  x  is the CDF. From here the method to producing the analytical formula for
obtaining random samples is to set the CDF equal to a random number   and then
solving for x .

 x   ln 1    T
1: Integrating the PDF from zero to x to obtain the CDF

  1  e 

T x



(2.4)

2: Set the CDF equal to the random number.
3: Solve for x .
(Brown, 2005)
This same basic approach of can be used in determining other random variables
such as cosine of the angle for which a neutron scatters (µ). All of these random variables
from the birth of a neutron to its end can be simulated and tracked in this same manner
including fissions and the production of new neutrons and when this is done with
thousands of neutrons over hundreds of cycles it is easy to see how relevant statistical
data can be accumulated.
Now that we have a general understanding of how the neutron lifecycle can be
simulated and tracked we have to simulate the environment that the neutron interacts
with. The simple way in which I understand this environment is that you define surfaces
and materials, these surfaces and materials are used to define cells, cells are placed in a
universe and universes can be replicated in a lattice structure in order to create a system.
General surfaces include planes, spheres, cylinders and so on. One of the most important
concepts to understand with surfaces is the “sense” of the surface. Dr. Brown describes
sense in the following way.
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For a given point in space, (x,y,z), and surface equation, F(x’,y’,z’)=0, the sense of the
point with respect to the surface is defined as:
Inside the surface,

sense < 0,

if F(x,y,z) < 0

Outside the surface,

sense > 0,

if F(x,y,z) > 0

On the surface,

sense = 0,

if F(x,y,z) = 0

(Brown, 2005)
As an example let’s say we have a point at (1,1,1) and a sphere about the origin with a
radius of 2 defined by:

x2  y 2  z 2  R2  0
Plugging in the numbers and applying the definition above:

(2.5)

(2.6)
12  12  12  22  1  F ( x, y, z)  0
We find that the sense is negative and the point is inside the circle. If possible, it is

typically more efficient to visually picture if the point is inside or outside a surface but
for complicated geometries or when in doubt this basic approach always works.
The input parameters for materials, as is also true with surfaces, will vary between
different Monte Carlo codes, however for all codes an input parameter defining the cross
section data library, typically ZAID, and density are required in material cards. The Z
(atomic number) A (mass number) ID input as ZZZAAA defines the element and isotope
for which pertaining cross section data will be looked up via the directory to the specific
data library. Although multi-group data can be referenced for Monte Carlo simulations
generally continuous-energy cross section data libraries are used. Continuous-energy
meaning that for any discrete energy parameter a specific cross section data value is used,
whereas multi-group data has specific cross section data for an entire range of energies.
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As I mentioned cells are made up of surfaces and materials. The material of a cell
may be set by referencing a material card. In addition cells material can be defined by
certain pre-established parameters, for example in Serpent if the material name is set to
“void” no interactions will occur with the neutron in the cell as if it were passing through
a perfect vacuum. Another example is “outside” which terminates the neutron as soon as
this region is entered, this is the same as setting a cells “importance” to 0 in MCNP. A
cells geometry is defined by of one or more surfaces and the sense of those surfaces
(placing it inside or outside of the surfaces). Cells are also defined by what universe they
are in.
Universes containing one or more cells and have their own origin. Advanced
geometry tools, such as lattices, are commonly used in Monte Carlo codes to replicate,
rotate and translate universes. Using these tools a multitude of sub universes can be
placed with in a larger universe, although the process can be repeated, ultimately the final
system is formed in a single macroscopic universe, in Serpent this is always universe 0.
The initial cycles in a neutron transport Monte Carlo code are very influential, in
a multiplying medium, for the first several cycles. Depending on the Monte Carlo code
and user inputs the initial neutrons may be placed in random locations throughout the
entirety of the system, only in fissionable material, or at a single point in the system
either inside or outside of fissionable material. Other parameters such as energy and
angular distribution can also be set depending on the code used. This initial source guess
is very important and can have a major impact on the initial eigenvalue calculations. For
example if all of the neutrons start out at a point outside of fissionable material then the
k-effective calculation will be much lower than it would be in reality. For this reason a
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value of “inactive” cycles must be established before calculations can be made. Monte
Carlo codes track the history of were neutrons are most readily born and in proceeding
cycles place the neutrons in these locations. In the first several cycles generally the
spatial dependence of the placement of the neutrons varies as the neutron source shifts
towards the locations in which the highest number of neutrons are produced in the
material. This process is known as fission source entropy (Shannon entropy) and until
convergence of the fission source is achieved it is important that the results of the
eigenvalue and other calculations are discarded (Brown, 2009).
In order to decrease processing time and increase precision variance reduction
Monte Carlo techniques can used (Booth, 1985). A very common example of a variance
reduction technique is known as “Russian roulette”. As an example of Russian roulette, a
neutron is entering a cell away from a region of interest. When the neutron enters the cell
the neutron can be removed by a probability of 1  v , where v  1 . If the neutron is
removed less computational time is spent tracking it. However if the neutron survives its
“weight”, or the value it contributes to any tallies and results, is increased by a factor of
v 1 . In this way less computational time is spent tracking neutrons that are traveling away

from what you are interested in.

2.2 Serpent 2
Serpent 2 is a three-dimensional continuous-energy Monte Carlo reactor physics
burnup calculation code. (VTT, 2007) This is a relatively new code, Serpent 1 was made
available to the public in 2009. Currently there is no user’s manual for Serpent 2, it is
only available for Serpent 1 (Leppänen, 2013a). For this reason some of my references
pertaining to particular information on Serpent 2 has come from the Serpent 2 forum as it
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is currently the only place to obtain such information. As Serpent 2 is a Monte Carlo code
surface cards and material cards make up cells housed in universes that can be put into
lattice structures to make whole systems. As previously mentioned all other universes
must ultimately go into universe zero.
The current installation package contains libraries based on JEF-2.2, JEFF-3.1,
ENDF/B-VI.8 and ENDF/B-VII evaluated ACE format data files (Leppänen, 2013b). It
should be noted that currently this does not include ENDF/B-VII.1 the newest ENDF data
library. Thermal systems, such as TREAT, cannot be modelled using free-atom cross
sections without introducing significant errors in the spectrum and results. Thermal
scattering cross sections are used to replace the low-energy free-gas elastic scattering
reactions for some important bound moderator nuclides, such as hydrogen in water or
carbon in graphite (Leppänen, 2013b). The TREAT reactor graphite-urania fuel blocks
pose an interesting complication in that they are not entirely graphite nor free carbon but
both.
Generally fission source convergence using Serpent should happen very rapidly
by default. According to the Serpent User’s Manual “The initial source points are
randomly selected inside the fissile cells in the geometry and no source input is needed
from the user.” Using the “set his 1”
command (previously “set outfile 1” in
Serpent 1) the rate of fission source
convergence can be plotted to ensure
convergence has occurred prior to the active
cycles. For my model of TREAT
Figure 2.1: Fission source convergence.
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convergence generally occurred within the first five to ten cycles, as can be seen in figure
2.1. This rapid convergence makes my fifty inactive cycles more than sufficient in
ensuring fission source convergence (Leppänen, 2013a).
As previously mentioned variance reduction in Monte Carlo codes can reduce
computational time and/or reduce uncertainty. According to Jaakko Leppänen on the
Serpent 2 forum “The code doesn't have any real variance reduction techniques available
at the moment, but implicit capture with Russian roulette was enabled in update 2.1.2”
(Leppänen, 2013c). For the simulations I have ran, the implicit (using variance reduction)
results are generally within the uncertainties of the analog (not using variance reduction)
calculations and the implicit data generally has lower uncertainty.
Serpent 2 uses geometric plotters in yz, xz, and xy. These plots default to the
origin and the boundary values unless otherwise specified. Plots output as .png files. If
left undefined in the materials card colors are selected randomly for the cells. In addition
to the geometric plotter Serpent 2 has a reaction rate mesh plotter. The inputs and defaults
of the plotter are similar to that of the
geometric plotter. The color scheme
of the output file consists of yellow
to red, representing relative fission
power and white to blue, representing
relative thermal flux (Leppänen,
2013c). Figure 2.2 is a reaction rate
mesh plot of the spherical model of
the TREAT reactor.
Figure 2.2: Reaction rate mesh of TREAT spherical model.
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CHAPTER 3: SERPENT MODEL OF TREAT
3.1 Spatial Design
3.1.1 Spherical Model
When I began working on this model of the reactor I had never used Serpent or
any other Monte Carlo code. In order to familiarize myself with the code and how it
worked I started with the most basic model I could find. ANL-6174 describes an
eigenvalue calculation for a homogenized spherical representation of the reactor which
contains two regions, a central core region and an outer reflector region. Additionally all
atomic number densities are provided in the report. This geometrically simple design
allowed me to obtain my first calculation of an analog k-effective as 1.00942 ± .00052
using 10,000 source neutrons for 50 inactive cycles and 500 active. Although I have
varied the number of source neutrons and active cycles unless otherwise specified all keffective data I present in this thesis will be analog with 50 inactive cycles. As reported in
ANL-6174 their results for the same model but using various group cross section data
(the use of continuous energy codes being limited by computational speed in the early
1960’s) varied between 1.005 and 1.028. With the minimum core loading of TREAT the
actual measured value of k-effective was 1.00157.
This effective multiplication factor value of 1.00942 was calculated using
graphite thermal neutron cross section data for 100% of the carbon atoms in the fuel. I
found that using free gas thermal neutron cross sections yielded a k-effective of 1.03020
± 0.00060. In the early models I made of the core, although I knew that the consistency of
the graphite-urania fuel blocks was a mixture of graphite particles in a nongraphitized
elemental carbon matrix. I did not know how to adequately represent such a material with
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respect to the neutronics calculations. Initially I made two copies of each model, one
using free carbon thermal neutron cross sections for all of the fuel carbon atoms and the
other using graphite. I eventually found the graphite cross sections seemed more
representative of the actual physics measurements from reports on TREAT experiments
and for a few models used only graphite thermal neutron cross section data. It turns out
that neither approach is the most representative as I will describe shortly.
3.1.2 Detailed Model
After running the spherical model of TREAT I began creating as detailed of a
model as possible primarily using the Design Summary Report, ANL-6034. The major
challenge in this first detailed model was defining all of the surfaces and cells of the fuel
assembly. I made a relatively simple drawing on note book paper in order to keep track of
each cell and the surrounding surfaces, a scanned copy of this is available in Appendix B.
Fortunately Serpent takes surface inputs of
octagonal infinite cylinders as the assemblies are
when you consider the chamfered edges. The only
difficulty in this was that input parameters of radius
to the square portion and radius to the chamfered
edge must be defined and the design report only
defines the length of the chamfer. Figure 3.1 shows
the Serpent surface input parameters. Drawing the

Figure 3.1: Octa Serpent input.

assembly and doing some basic trigonometry calculations I was able to determine the
radius. Spatial drawings of my model including all radii inputs can be found in Appendix
B. For this first detailed model I did not include any control rods and thus the control rod
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fuel assemblies were standard fuel assemblies with a 1 4 in. void running axially through
the center. In addition to this model not having control rods there was also no 2 in. air gap
between the core and the permanent reflector, although I had seen a gap in some figures
in the reports I had not seen anything actually written about the gap and decided to wait
to include it until I had a better understanding of its exact dimensions.
Each assembly was made with in its own universe, initially there were four
universes: standard fuel assembly, control rod fuel assembly, aluminum clad reflector
assembly and zircaloy clad reflector assembly. When I added control rods to the model I
separated the control rod fuel assemblies into: control rod 1, control rod 2 and shutdown
control rods. All the various assemblies were put into universe zero via a 19x19 lattice
structure thus allowing the core loading to be easily changed. The zero universe also
contained the permanent reflector cell and defined all areas outside of the permanent
reflector as “outside”. This first revision of the detailed TREAT model is provided in
Appendix C.
My model initially consisted of six material records: fuel, coolant, air, zircaloy,
aluminum and reflector. When I added control rods to my model I made two more
material cards: steel and poison. All number densities in the materials cards were input in
atoms/(b·cm). Although the coolant of the core is air and thus far I have used the same
number densities for both I did want to distinguish between the two. The coolant is only
the air that would flow through the channels. Other gaps that would have air in them but
no flow, for example the gap between the reflector and the aluminum, used the air
material card. I calculated the number densities for air based on airs density of 0.0012937
g/cm3 at standard temperature and pressure (273 K and 101.325 kPa) (Engineering
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Toolbox, 2015b). Given the relatively low effect of air on k-effective which I found to be
an approximate increase of 0.001∆k with the removal of air in my model I concluded that
it would only be necessary to include the number densities for the nitrogen and oxygen
content which constitute 99.06 atomic percent of the air. The actual calculations are
provided in the spreadsheets in Appendix A.
The number densities for the remainder of the materials were calculated based on
ANL-6174 which provides a volume fraction for each element of a given material.
Additionally this report provides atomic concentrations at the specified reference
densities. This made calculation of number densities as simple as multiplying the volume
fractions and the atomic concentrations. It was not necessary for me to calculate the
atomic concentrations of each isotope for the elements, as they appear in nature, since
Serpent can do this automatically. It was however necessary to do this for boron-10 and
boron-11 since boron does not have a natural abundance cross section data library.

3.2 Various Changes to the Model
As my work continued and I read through more reports and reread others I slowly
found small mistakes within my original model and so the process of refining the model
to be as representative of the actual TREAT reactor began. For every change I have made
to my model I have recalculated the change in the eigenvalue thus giving me an idea of
the magnitude of effect. For every several changes or when I have made changes to the
model that I suspect may have a relative impact on the reactor physics calculations, such
as the effect of changing free gas and thermal neutron cross section ratios on the
temperature coefficient of reactivity, I have ran all the various calculations necessary to
compare to all of the reactor physics measurements that I have evaluated thus far. This
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has added excellent insight into physical nature of the core in terms of neutronics, for
every change I have made I have tried to predict the results and for each time I have been
wrong I have had to think through what has happened in the life of the neutrons that may
have adversely affected my predictions.
The next detail I added to my model was control rods, which despite being 6 in.
above the core did cause a noticeable change in the effective multiplication factor
reducing it by 0.004 ∆k. Initially I placed the rods above the core fuel with a void going
through the core so the rods would go down when inserted. I quickly realized this was
wrong because the control rod drive mechanisms are in the sub-pile room below the core
repositioned the rods below the core so that they would rise up when inserted. As it turns
out both of these scenarios were right depending if it was a shutdown rod or transient rod,
however both cases were also wrong in using a void through the core. In the most recent
revision I believe I finally got the rod orientation correct and I will discuss this towards
the end of this section. Switching the orientation of rods but leaving a void through the
core with rods withdrawn had no effect on the calculations outside of the 68% confidence
interval.
The next major change to my model, as recommended by Dr. Patrick McDaniel,
was the boron impurity in the fuel which I changed from 6 ppm as is reported in ANL6034 to 7.6 ppm as is reported in ANL-6115. Although this change in the model did
decrease the effective multiplication factor by 0.014 ∆k, a rather substantial change as
expected, it did not affect any other reactor physics calculations. Next I changed the
concentrations of my HEU, based on data provided for HEU in high-temperature gas-
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cooled reactor (Knief, 2008), to include U-234 and U-236 instead of just U-235 U-238 by
the following atomic percentages.
Table 3.1: HEU pertcentages of isotopes.

Isotope
U-234
U-235
U-236
U-238

Original W/O

New W/O

New A/O

1.0%

1.0050%

93.0%

93.0649%

0.2%

0.1993%

5.8%

5.7309%

0%
93.1%
0%
6.9%

Following the addition of the uranium isotopes, I next added the 2 in. air gap
between the assemblies and the permanent reflector. Finally I changed the zircaloy clad
reflector assemblies from being a single can of graphite reflector, clad in zircaloy like the
aluminum clad reflectors, to be exactly the same as a standard fuel assembly except with
CP-2 reflector graphite in place of the graphite-urania blocks (aluminum clad reflector for
the top and bottom 2 feet and zircaloy clad reflector for the middle 4 feet). Each of these
changes reduced k-effective by a relatively small amount as can be seen in Appendix A.6.
In total the effective multiplication factor (which was 1.00355 ± 0.00030 following the
change from 6 ppm boron to 7.6 ppm) dropped to 0.99156 ± 0.00027 which is still
relatively close to the measured value of k-effective of 1.00157.
While visiting INL and talking to a few research professors there, particularly Dr.
Mark DeHart, I was informed of a report (Swanson and Harrison, 1988) which actually
describes the free carbon to graphite ratio as being 41% free carbon and 59% graphite.
Making this change to the model required me to use two separate carbon data libraries
which is not normally feasible however in serpent carbon happens to have two separate
data libraries. The ZIADs for which are 6000 for natural carbon and 6012 for carbon-12
since natural carbon is almost entirely carbon-12 using either should be acceptable. As
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expected this change not only increased k-effective when compared to the 100% graphite
model but also changed the temperature coefficient of reactivity as I will discuss further
in the next chapter. While changing the carbon number density I happened to notice that I
had used the incorrect number density for zirconium in the zircaloy. Changing this to the
correct number density significantly increased the effective multiplication factor, even
more than the change in carbon to graphite ratio resulting in a k-effective of 1.03654 ±
0.00033.
After my visit to INL Dr. Mark DeHart provided me with the Serpent model of
TREAT they had been using. Attempting to run the code was not possible due to a lack of
the required RAM for the vast number of data libraries referenced in the materials cards,
however it did provide me with many much needed dimensions of several components
described in the reports but to which no physical dimensions were provided, for example
the dimensions of the outgas tube. In the model from INL there were many additional
elements in the material cards not mentioned in any reports I had read, particularly in the
reflector graphite, zircaloy and aluminum. In order to measure how such impurities
would affect my model I wanted to add these to my material cards however adding all of
them would require too much RAM. Ultimately I decided to add only impurities above a
certain number density and/or high absorption cross sections. The addition of these
impurities did reduce k-effective by about -0.01 ∆k, which is not as much as I expected
but still a significant change. Although I regrettably did not run all of the reactor physics
calculations after this change later, in the most recent revision of my model I removed all
of these additional elements and I will discuss this shortly.
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From the INL model I was able to finally get the dimensions for the cladding and
void of the control rod fuel assemblies between the control rods and the fuel. This change
replaced a moderate amount of fuel with void and cladding and thusly obviously reduced
k-effective but only by about -0.007 ∆k.
I also noticed a distinct difference in the number densities of the boron and carbon
for the B4C in the control rod. As mentioned earlier the density of the compacted B4C is a
minimum reported value and no average value is provided. Assuming the number density
used in the INL model is the average density this would be the correct value to use. This
change actually contributed no measurable change in control rod worth and had a very
minimal effect on the effective multiplication factor.
For the next two models I wanted to evaluate changing the positions of the
aluminum clad reflector and zircaloy clad reflector. The reports describing minimum core
loading generally make no mention of the positions of the aluminum and zircaloy clad
reflectors however ANL- 6034 says that “these assemblies are installed in fuel positions
immediately adjacent to the active core”. Unfortunately this description could be
considered to be up to some interpretation. To me this means only assemblies where the
sides touch but it is not inconceivable that this could also include assemblies where
corners are in contact. My initial models put zircaloy clad assemblies in positions where
two corners where in “contact” with the fuel assemblies. The next model I made put
zircaloy clad reflectors where any corner would be next to the corner of a fuel assembly.
The final model only put zircaloy clad reflectors where the sides were in contact with the
fuel assemblies or at least this was my intent however I missed three assemblies and did
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not catch this mistake until several revisions latter. An illustration of these lattice
structures is shown in figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: TREAT assemblies lattice structures of various revisions: (a) revision f (b) revision g (c)
revision h (d) revision o.

Again, the next several changes were things that I suspected I needed but the
reports did not define dimensions for. One of the changes was the addition of the outgas
tube. The INL model represented this as a voided space in the graphite above the fuel.
Although I predicted the reduction in reflector material would increase leakage and
reduce the eigenvalue it actually had no distinguishable affect outside of the
uncertainties.
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I had presumed that there was a gap between the reflector graphite and the
aluminum cladding to allow for the difference in thermal expansion between the two
materials, however none of the reports I had read described such spacing or gave
dimensions. From the INL model these dimensions were defined. I assume all dimensions
that have come from their reports are from the original design or as-built drawings which
I have asked for access to, but have yet to obtain. With the new knowledge of these
dimensions I changed my model to include the addition of a gap between the reflector
and the aluminum. Initially I did this for the top and bottoms of the standard fuel
assemblies, control rod fuel assemblies and zircaloy clad reflector assemblies. This
reduced k-effective by approximately -0.01 ∆k most likely due to an increase in leakage.
I next added the same space between the reflector and aluminum to the aluminum
reflector assemblies. This reduced k-effective by about -0.003 ∆k to which the decreased
reduction in the effective multiplication factor can be contributed to the fact that this
reduction in reflective material is an areas that are further from the core. Finally I added
aluminum endcaps to the aluminum reflector assemblies assuming that the endcap is the
same thickness as the cladding. I did not expect to see any change in k-effective due to
the distance from the fissile region and did not see any measurable difference in the
calculation.
From this point several small fixes were made to my model. As previously
mentioned I overlooked three zircaloy clad reflector assemblies that need to be changed
to aluminum clad reflector assemblies so I did this. Additionally I noticed I had put the
number density for titanium in both the aluminum and reflector material cards so I
removed the repeats. These changes slightly reduced k-effective. Finally I changed the
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rod fully withdrawn position to be exactly 6 in. above the fuel, before this the rods were
set to be exactly 6 in. above the top of the zircaloy endcap. As expected this change had
no impact on the effective multiplication factor.
In one of the recent changes I’ve made I finally got the rod orientation correct.
While any transient rods would still rise up from below the core upon insertion I set the
shutdown rods and control rod 1 to drop in from above the core. Additionally I placed the
zircaloy follower in the core when rods are withdrawn. Replacing the void with the
zircaloy follower through the core did produce an increase in k-effective by about 0.001
(overlap in these uncertainties is only seen in the 95% confidence interval). I initially
expected to see a larger increase in k-effective however I now believe that because of the
large carbon to U-235 ratio adding more moderator to the core has very little relative
influence. The presence of the zircaloy follower would reduce leakage to some degree
and this reduction in leakage may even have more effect on reactivity then its
contribution as a moderator, however the zircaloy cladding has more impurities then the
graphite reflector and much lower moderating capacity. Additionally the zircaloy
follower cladding is over twice the thickness as the cladding around the fuel assemblies.
My final conclusion is that the small increase in moderation and reduction in leakage was
mostly offset by the increased absorption thus resulting in a small increase that is only
distinguishable within the 95% confidence interval.
The final change that I have made to the model was to change the number
densities back to those I had calculated using ANL-6174. This includes changing the B4C
number densities back to the ones I had calculated. I found that the removal of these
impurities does not seem to affect any reactor physics parameters besides k-effective
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which was an increase of about 0.01, the same magnitude as adding the additional
elements from the INL model.

3.3 Homogenized Core
In an attempt to speed up calculations I had made a separate model with each
assembly homogenized. The premise being that if a homogenized core in Serpent still
performed calculations representative of the real reactor physics measurements then a
deterministic model set up the same way should perform similarly. Additionally if it was
found that the homogenized model ran much faster than potentially Serpent model could
be used. This would allow time dependent calculations to be performed with the neutron
transport code coupled with a thermo-hydraulics code and each assembly could still have
a defined/calculated average temperature, giving the core a basic temperature
distribution.
In order to perform this homogenization I calculated the volume of each material
within an assembly by hand. Serpent is capable to outputting volume fractions of each
material in an output file and I used this to check and compare the results of my
calculations. In order to have serpent calculate volume fractions of assemblies I took the
universe for each assembly and made it into its own separate code so that the volumes of
a material would not be calculated with the volumes of the same material in a different
assembly. After verifying the volume fractions I calculated and the ones Serpent
calculated matched I multiplied all of the original material atomic number densities times
their corresponding material volume fraction thus giving me the new number density for
each element. All of these newly calculated number densities went into a new material
card appropriately named for the corresponding assembly. Thus each assembly and its
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corresponding universe now had only one cell, with the exception of control rod fuel
assemblies which maintained all of their original cells up to the cladding between the fuel
and the control rod. Beyond said cladding the rest was homogenized.
The effect of this homogenization was far more profound then I expected,
reducing k-effective down to 0.97200 ± 0.00023 from 1.00617 ± 0.00039. I believe this
drastic reduction to be caused by the homogenization of all of the impurities from the
cladding into the fuel. After returning all standard and control fuel assemblies to their
original configuration and leaving all reflector assemblies homogenized which increased
k-effective to 1.01429 ± 0.00031. However in none of these models did I notice a
significant decrease in computational time and thusly I do not see any advantage in
running any sort of homogenized model with Serpent. I suspect that there was no
significant change in run time, despite the reduced number of regions, is because of the
Monte Carlo coding technique of tracking what types of collisions occur with what
material and “rolling the dice” for the most probable interactions first when passing into a
new region.
The results of this homogenization model seem to imply that although some
simplifications can be performed which would greatly help in the creation of a fast
deterministic model the fuel or control rod regions should probably remain homogenized
which adds some geometric difficulties.
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CHAPTER 4: REACTOR PHYSICS COMPARISONS
4.1 Temperature Coefficient of Reactivity
There are many factors that can contribute to a changing temperatures effect on
reactivity and can be separated into categories based on the material in which the
temperature changes and the parameter effected by the changing temperature. For thermal
reactors, such as TREAT, we tend to divide temperature coefficient of reactivity into two
material categories, fuel and moderator (Lamarsh and Baratta, 2001). Although TREAT
has its fuel and moderator homogenized together it is still easy to look at temperatures
effect on uranium and carbon separately. Within these material categories such factors as
Doppler broadening, hardening of the neutron spectrum and thermal expansion contribute
in varying degrees to temperature coefficient of reactivity, depending on the design of the
core.
For the TREAT reactor there is a significantly greater portion of the reactor that is
moderator than fuel stemming from the 10,000/1 carbon to U-235 ratio. It can be
logically concluded that the primary factor in the temperature coefficient of the materials
of the TREAT reactor is the hardening of the neutron spectrum. With an increase in
temperature the energy spectrum of the neutrons is shifted so that the average neutron
energy is greater. This increase in energy tends to reduce absorption and scattering cross
sections as they typically follow the inverse of velocity in the thermal region. The
temperatures I used in my calculations ranged from 296-1999 K which, using the
Boltzmann constant, equates to an average thermal neutron energy of 0.0255-0.1726 eV.
In figure 4.1 you can see how increasing temperature reduces the total scatter cross
section of carbon by a few tenths of a barn and the total absorption cross section of U-235
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from nearly 700 b to nearly 250 b. For the total scatter cross section of carbon because
the energy range is just beyond the 1⁄𝑣 region the cross section changes considerably
less than the absorption cross section of U-235, however considering the very large
carbon ratio this affect may be much greater than initially anticipated.

Figure 4.1: Cross section data for carbon and U-235 (Heman, 2011). (a) Total cross section for a
neutron in carbon (b) Neutron cross section in carbon over 0.01-0.2 eV (c) Total cross section for a
neutron in U-235 (d) Neutron cross section in U-235 over 0.01-0.2 eV.

Using a mesh view of the reactions provided by Serpent one can actually see that
as temperature rises the reactions occur less densely towards the center of the core and
spread out to the edges. It is difficult to make this distinction by comparing the images
side by side and instead the images must be displayed like an animated GIF or flip book
in order to clearly see the spreading of the reactions. This spreading of the reaction rate
clearly represents fewer central neutron interactions and displays how hardening of the
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neutron spectrum reduces moderation and absorption therefore increasing leakage and
thusly reducing k-effective.
Doppler broadening also known as the nuclear Doppler effect is an increase in the
Doppler width of the resonance and can be expressed as (Duderstadt and Hamilton,
1976):
1/2
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varying T changes the
value of  in equation
4.2.
Although the
broadening of the
resonance region does
not increase the

Figure 4.2: Doppler-broadening of a resonance (Duderstadt and
Hamilton, 1976).

area under the resonance (Lamarsh and Baratta, 2001). A resonance can be thought of as
having an infinitesimally high cross section meaning that any neutron with an energy
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within the range of the resonance will almost certainly be absorbed. Considering that
neutrons have a discrete energy following each collision a neutron may easily skip over a
resonance region entirely. If however the resonance is broader than it is more likely that a
neutron will have an energy within a resonance region following a collision as it down
scatters in energy. The concept of broadening of a resonance region increasing absorption
rate is similar to that of the self-shielding effects of control rods in that the dense poison
has such a strong absorption cross section that few neutrons make it very far into the rod
and so very few neutrons are absorbed in the center of the rod. If the control rod were
divided into several much smaller rods and spread out, thus its surface area increased, it
would absorb far more neutrons for the same amount of material.
The nuclear Doppler effect on the temperature coefficient of reactivity is most
likely not very strong for TREAT however. This is because carbon has no resonances and
because the TREAT fuel is HEU. In a core with LEU the Doppler effect increases
absorption in resonance regions of U-238 and thus decreases the resonance escape
probability, thereby decreasing the effective multiplication factor and therefore reactivity.
With far less U-238 in the HEU this change in the effective multiplication factor is much
less. The Doppler effect will however have some impact on parasitic absorption in
structural materials, particularly those that have many resonances such as zirconium, iron,
and tin.
The effect of thermal expansion is of primary consequence with in reactors that
possess a liquid moderator where the expansion of the moderator reduces the density and
actually removes some of the total mass of the moderator from the core. Since the
TREAT is moderated by a solid graphite/carbon material its thermal expansion is
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relatively limited. The effects of radial expansion would most likely be very small, if
decipherable at all, because the graphite would expand into the void between the cladding
and the fuel material. Axial expansion however does slightly change the shape of the core
as it actually becomes slightly taller as it heats up. This may increase geometric buckling
thereby increasing neutron leakage from the core and reducing k-effective.
All of my calculations of temperature coefficient of reactivity were isothermal
measurements, meaning that the entire core is set to be the same temperature. The
thermal neutron cross sections for graphite can only be set to specific temperature
increments (296, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 1000, 1200, 1600 and 1999 Kelvin) and for
this reason I calculated the eigenvalue only for these temperatures. Free-atom cross
section data libraries are provided in 300K intervals starting at 300K up to 1800K.
Doppler broadening corrections can be made to these cross section data using the “tmp”
entry in the material card thus allowing the cross section data of free-atoms to be
corrected to any temperature (Leppänen, 2013b). The serpent manual states that the
“closest temperature below the broadened value is used as the basis” and so I have done
this in all of my calculations.
ANL-6173 describes isothermal temperature coefficient measurement made on
the TREAT reactor. To summarize the reactor was brought critical after circulating cold
outside air through the core and again after circulating warm inside air through the
reactor. The temperature coefficient was determined with both long and short rods. Long
rods being the standard rods used in the reactor and short rods were used early on to
obtain as clean of a reactor as possible for initial physics measurements. Short control
rods were not used in any of my models so I will not go on to further describe them
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however additional data on them can be found in ANL-6173. Table 4.1 below shows the
resulting data collected for TREATs isothermal temperature coefficient.
Table 4.1: Measured isothermal temperature coeficients of reactivty.

Rods

∆k

Temperature
Hot (oC)

Cold (oC)

(inhr)

Temperature Coefficient
(inhr/oC)

(∆k /oC)

Short

35.0

15.5

131

6.74

1.8 ± 0.2 x 10-4

Long

37.5

22.0

104.5

6.76

1.8 ± 0.2 x 10-4

The uncertainty of these measurements is very high because of the relatively
small temperature change. Additionally this assumes linearity of the temperature
coefficient which is not the case, as temperature rises the temperature coefficient will
actually decrease. Furthermore ANL-6173 does mention an approximate 4-8oC
temperature difference between the core and the permanent reflector, which I did not
replicate in my model.
I calculated the temperature coefficient of reactivity of my model after various
significant changes that were made. As the temperature coefficient decreases as
temperature rises I will present my calculations only for the lowest temperature increment
that I am able to measure, from 23 oC to 127 oC. In my early model of TREAT (rev. 0.3)
which contained 6 ppm boron impurity and was comprised of 100% graphite for the
thermal neutron cross section in the fuel I calculated the temperature coefficient of
reactivity to be 1.075 x 10-4 ∆k /oC. It should be noted that for this calculation only 5,000
source neutrons were used over 500 cycles, for the calculations with rev 0.4 15,000
source neutrons were used over 500 cycles and for all calculation there after 30,000
source neutrons were used over 500 cycles. After changing my boron impurity
concentration in the fuel graphite to 7.6 ppm I again calculated temperature coefficient
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and found it to be 1.004 x 10-4 ∆k /oC. As can be seen in figure 4.3 changing the boron
concentration had relatively no effect on the temperature coefficient, most likely because
there are no resonances in boron-10 for Doppler broadening to occur.

Figure 4.3: Comparison of temperature coefficients. Revisions n, o and p all plot very closely together
and are difficult to distinguish from one another.

The next major change I made was setting the graphite to free carbon thermal
neutron cross section ratio. I initially made this ratio 60% graphite and 40% free carbon
and later changed it to the correct values of 59% graphite and 41% free carbon. After
changing the values to 60/40 in rev. 4 (with a few other minor changes that can be seen in
the list of revisions in appendix C) I calculated a temperature coefficient of 1.498 x 10-4
∆k /oC. This is a considerable change in the temperature coefficient of reactivity and can
be contributed to the rather complex nature of thermal scattering off of a free carbon
atom versus a carbon atom within a crystalline graphite structure.
I next attempted to account for thermal expansion, still using rev. 4 as the model
however all planes (PZ) were changed in order to account for the thermal expansion of
the graphite. I only accounted for the axial thermal expansion of the graphite and used the
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maximum expansion coefficient of the data I was able to find 6 x 10-6 m/mK or
cm/cmoC. (Engineering Toolbox, 2015a) In total 10 planes were changed 9 times and so
the exact calculations can be found in the corresponding spreadsheet in Appendix A.7. As
the dimensions change with temperature so do the volumes however the total number of
atoms does not and so density decreases. All number densities in the fuel and reflector
regions were recalculated at each temperature increment which is over 100 different
number densities whose calculations will also be listed in Appendix A.7 as well as the
changes in volume.
In spite of the tedious work required to determine the new dimensions and
number densities and incorporate all of them in the code I found the effect to be relatively
minuscule especially in the lower temperature range. From 296 to 400 K I found the
temperature coefficient to be 1.489 x 10-4 ∆k /oC with uncertainties, an indistinguishable
change. As the temperature increases the thermal expansion does have a more prominent
effect, yet these temperatures tend to exceed the peak transient temperatures of TREAT
and so realistically these data are not very useful. Additionally this was the maximum
value of the thermal expansion coefficient of graphite which ranged from 2 – 6 x 10-6
m/mK meaning the effects may be even less then my calculations predict. When
considering the effort involved in accounting for thermal expansion and the relatively
insignificant change in the region of interest I subsequently did not take thermal
expansion into account in any proceeding calculations.
In the following calculation of the temperature coefficient I had made several
changes to the core between rev. 4 and rev. n. Although changing the thermal cross
section ration of graphite/carbon from 60/40 to 59/41 would have had some effect the
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change was undoubtedly very small. I do not know exactly what caused the change in the
temperature coefficient. Initially I thought broadening of resonances in the impurities
however when I later removed elements added from the INL model temperature
coefficient did not change. Most of the other changes involved the removal of graphite
reflector from regions so I assume that somehow that brought the temperature coefficient
closer to the measured values reported in ANL-6173 of 1.8 ± 0.2 x 10-4 ∆k. With the new
number densities as well as several other changes that can be seen in Appendix C the
calculated temperature coefficient for rev. n came out to be 1.562 x 10-4 ∆k /oC, almost
with in the uncertainty of the measured value and seemingly a very good result.
For the change to rev. o I expected a more substantial increase in temperature
coefficient then I actually found. The calculated temperature coefficient in the 23 oC to
127 oC range was only 1.575 x 10-4 ∆k /oC and tracked nearly identically to the rev. n
model in the full temperature range from 23 oC to 1726 oC as can be seen in figure 4.3.
The change to rev. o switched the position of the rods to be above the core and more
importantly replaced what had been void/air through the core (when the rods are fully
withdrawn) with reflector graphite. I expected this to change the temperature coefficient
in two ways. First, increasing the negative effect temperature coefficient of reactivity
because the additional moderator/graphite would have a reduced scatter cross section as
temperature increased and the spectrum hardened. I think however this may be very small
due to the relatively small volume of graphite introduced and because the change in
scattering cross section of carbon is not in the 1⁄𝑣 region and thus only changes by a
couple tenths of a barn.
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The other effect I expected to stem from all of the impurities introduced in the
form of the zircaloy cladding of the zircaloy follower. I expected to see Doppler
broadening particularly in the zirconium, however the effect seemed to be limited, I
assume because the zircaloy cladding possess a relatively small volume when compared
to the core. Additionally the spacing of the rods may have an effect. The zircaloy fuel
cladding is far thicker between the fuel and the rods then it is between fuel assemblies
(five times the thickness). I believe there is a self-shielding effect from the cladding as I
have seen in my homogenized model in which homogenizing the zircaloy cladding into
the fuel assembly greatly reduced k-effective. It would not be surprising to see that this
effect could mean a diminished neutron flux with in all zircaloy interfaces but especially
the much thicker zircaloy cladding between the fuel and the rods. A decrease in neutron
flux in the zircaloy cladding of the zircaloy follower would imply that the Doppler
broadening of the zircaloy in this particular region would have a decreased impact on the
temperature coefficient of reactivity.
Finally, in revision p, I changed the number densities back to those calculated
from ANL-6174, thus removing any additional elements added based off the INL model.
This change included returning to my originally calculated number densities for the
poison in the control rods. As mentioned earlier I had originally thought that the addition
of these elemental impurities from the INL model increased temperature coefficient
however the removal had no effect on temperature coefficient so I must conclude that
neither did their addition.
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4.2 Control Rod Worth
The control rod worth as determined by control rod calibration is extremely
important when performing transient operations on the reactor, particularly for control
rod 1. The expected positive reactivity added to the core upon initiation of a transient is
calculated based on the position of control rod 1 at the start of the transient. Since period
and peak power calculations are dependent on reactivity subsequently these calculations
are also based off of the position of control rod 1 and its calibration. ANL-6173 describes
the calibration of the control rods, this includes both long and short rods, however since
short rods were never used in my model I will not discuss that here.
As stated in ANL-6173 incremental changes in control rod position were made
and the corresponding period was used to calibrate the control rod. Control rod 1 was
calibrated over nearly half of its range, from fully withdrawn to insertion to 25 in. The
addition of fuel however does change the flux distribution of the core, increasing control
rod worth if elements are added near the rod by increasing the flux near the rod and vice
versa when elements are added farther away from the rod. Additionally in order to
perform rod calibration another rod must be repositioned which changes the flux profile
of the core. The error due to the method of control rod calibration and depending on the
fuel assembly loading is described
to be as much as 5% of the total ∆k.
Control rod calibrations were made
based off of an effective delayed
neutron fraction (βeff) of 0.0072 and
a neutron lifetime (ℓ) of 9.0 x 10-4

Figure 4.4: Reactivity curve for TREAT using several
values for neutron lifetime (Kirn et al,. 1960).
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sec. Thus allowing for the calculations
in figure 4.4. ANL-6173 does not report
any numerical data on the results of the
calibration of control rod 1 but instead
presents only the plot shown in figure
4.5. In figure 4.5 I have extrapolated the
plot into numerical data for comparison
against my calculations.
Calibration of control rods using
Serpent is fairly straight forward, the

Figure 4.5: Control rod 1 calibration (Kirn et al,.
1960).

height of control rod 1 is changed in the model by changing two planes. For each
increment of rod height the code is ran and a calculation of the corresponding eigenvalue
is output.
I ran a full set of control rod worth calculations on four various models and saw
no substantial difference in any of them. The first model was revision 0.4 which was after
the change to a boron impurity of 7.6 ppm in the fuel graphite. In the next model, revision
4, I changed the thermal cross section ratios of graphite/free C to 60/40. I was uncertain if
this might have an effect on the control rod worth but it did not. After making several
changes based on the INL model, particularly changing the B4C density from the reported
minimum value of 1.6 g/cm3 to slightly higher densities provided in the INL model, I
expected to see an increase in the control rod worth. I believe the change in density was
too small to see any sort of distinguishable change. Revision n however yielded very
similar results to the previous two. Finally in revision o I changed the control rod
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orientation so that a zircaloy clad reflector replaced what was void/air through the core
when the rod was fully withdrawn. This time I expected the reflector to provide positive
reactivity when compared to the void. If that had been the case I would have expected the
insertion of the control rod to not only remove the positive reactivity provided by the
graphite, but simultaneously add the negative reactivity associated with the poison, which
would have increased control rod worth. I found however that the positive reactivity
provided by having the zircaloy follower in the core in place of air/void was very small
and thus this change had no effect on control rod worth. Figure 4.6 provides a
comparison of the various revisions and their corresponding rod worth curves.

Figure 4.6: Control rod 1 calibration comparisons. It can be seen that for all four models the control
rod worths follow the same path.

4.3 Neutron Flux Distribution
The neutron flux distribution of TREAT is very important to the operation of the
reactor, particularly as it pertains to the power coupling factor. Although I did not
replicate any power coupling calibrations using my model I did compare my flux
calculations against that provided in ANL-6173. The fluxes reported in ANL-6173 were
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measured using U-235, Pu-239 and gold foils, one square centimeter by one mil, as well
as using a fission counter. These measurements were taken with control rod 1
maintaining the reactor critical at a position between 47.5 and 49.5 in. thusly for my
model I placed control rod 1 at 48.5 in. For my comparisons I have used the data from the
U-235 foils which when compared to the fission counter measurements radially are in
good agreement. Just as with the control rod worth all data is presented only in plots
which required some extrapolation inevitably leading to some uncertainty beyond that of
the original measurements. No uncertainties in measurements were reported in ANL6173 and so any error bars that I present pertaining to ANL-6173 measurements are
meant to be my best estimate of
uncertainty based on potential error in
my extrapolation process, as well as the
deviation from expected values or
deviation between measurements.
Figure 4.7 shows how the extrapolation
for radial flux was obtained.
In my calculations both axial and
radial fluxes were greater than that
reported in ANL-6173. I do not believe
these to be significantly greater than the

Figure 4.7: Normalized radial flux measurements
(Kirn et al,. 1960).

uncertainties in the measurements however. I found that for the various models there
were only two changes that made a distinguishable difference. The first major change that
effected flux was the change in the graphite to free carbon thermal neutron cross sections
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ratios to 60/40 percent (59/41 in later models). This change actually slightly reduced the
average radial thermal neutron flux, but did not seem to have a significant impact on the
axial flux. Figure 4.8 illustrates the comparison between the models and their calculated
radial fluxes.
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Figure 4.8: Normalized axial flux. Revision 4 though p are all compare closely and are hard to
distinguish from one another, however revision 0.4 stands out having a slightly higher average
flux.

The other significant change pertained to rod orientation and axial flux. In early
models I had noticed axial flux plotted peculiarly in that the average for the lower half of
the core compared well on average but the plots did not actually track well. In the upper
half of the core the average flux for my calculations was much higher than that of the
ANL-6173 measurements. Eventually I realized that if I flipped the orientation of the
detectors the plots tracked much more closely. Given that the top and bottoms of my
model are symmetric with the exception of the control rods this made me realize that the
orientation of my control rods was obviously incorrect and after changing the orientation
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the comparison in flux plots tracked far better. Figures 4.9 and 4.10 illustrate the
comparison between the models and their calculated axial fluxes.
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Figure 4.9: Normalized radial flux, with improper rod orientation. Revisions 4, d and n all track very
closely and are hard to distinguish from one another, but differ greatly from the reported
measurements.
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Figure 4.10: Normalized radial flux, with proper rod orientation. Revisions o and p track very closely
and compare far better with the measurements reported in ANL-6173.

4.4 Prompt and Delayed Neutronics
As reported in ANL-6173 the prompt neutron lifetime measurements were made
in three ways: Rossi-alpha, transfer function and super-prompt critical methods. All three
of these methods depend on the effective delayed neutron fractions and their
corresponding decay constants, the uncertainties of which may have caused some errors
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in all calculations. The reported values of the neutron fractions and decay constants are
presented in figure 4.11 from ANL-6173.

Figure 4.11: Effective delayed neutron parameters for TREAT (Kirn et al,. 1960).

The report also describes the theory and methodology behind each measurement
in some detail.
The results of the transfer function approach are reported to most likely be 9.0 x
10-4 sec and almost certainly to fall between 8.8 x 10-4 and 9.2 x 10-4 sec. Figure 4.12
shows the results of the data for the transfer function method from ANL-6173. For the
Rossi-alpha method of measuring prompt neutron lifetime seven separate measurements
were made the results of which ranged from 8.23 x 10-4 and 10.16 x 10-4 sec. The value
reported to be the best was 8.8 x 10-4 sec with an uncertainty probably within five
percent, neglecting the uncertainty related to βeff. Finally super-prompt critical
measurements were found to differ greatly from the other two methods, with reported
values of 7.0, 7.0 and 8.1 x 10-4 sec which was attributed to the method of rod calibration
and changes in core loading between transients, the effects of which are previously
mentioned in the discussion on control rod worth. Based on the results from the three
methods the value for the prompt neutron lifetime was thusly concluded to be 9.0 x 10-4
sec.
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Figure 4.12: Transfer function prompt neutron lifetime measurements (Kirn et al,. 1960).

Serpent 2 uses several methods in order to determine the adjoint-weighted time
constants. Initially I was not certain which to use however after reading through the
Serpent 2 forum I found a post by Jaakko Leppänen recommending the use of the iterated
fission probability method “The IFP estimators are new, and they should produce the best
values for the time constants” (Leppänen, 2013d). Although all of the methods seem to
produce very similar results all the data I present has come from the IFP method. All in
all I have not seen any significant change in any of the prompt neutron lifetimes or
delayed neutron fractions between the various models, which is not surprising
considering I have not changed the fuel composition significantly in any of the models.
The data provided by the calculations of my model for prompt neutron lifetimes and
delayed neutron fractions seems to compare very well with that provided in ANL-6173.
To summarize the data for prompt and delayed neutronics as well as the other data
described in this chapter Figure 4.13 lists the various revisions and how their calculated
physics parameters compare to the data in the ANL reports.
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Figure 4.13: Reactor physics parameter comparisons.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
5.1 Conclusion
The model I have developed is quite capable of easily and accurately performing
steady state calculations of the TREAT reactor under a multitude of different scenarios.
Simplifying this model into something that still accurately calculates reactor physics
parameters with respect to those measured may still be a bit of a challenge however. It
would seem that homogenizing the cladding of the fuel into the fuel has an adverse effect
on the calculations and for obvious reasons homogenizing the control rods into the fuel
assembly would greatly change calculations as well. The inability to homogenize these
regions complicates geometry and although it does not significantly affect computing
time for Serpent calculations it may prove to be a challenge for running time dependent
deterministic calculations.

5.2 Future Work
Unfortunately I was unable to model the upgraded TREAT reactor. I do not have
enough reference material to know exactly what changes were made in order to make
these changes and I do not have measurements of any reactor physics parameters to
compare the results of these changes to. Modeling the TREAT reactor, post upgrade,
however is far more relevant and I believe is one of the biggest priorities in terms of
future work.
Beyond modeling the upgraded TREAT reactor the next major priority would be
performing time dependent calculations. In order to perform time dependent calculations
a simple, fast and representative model must be made. The seemingly reasonable way of
doing this is by using a deterministic neutron transport solving code. Multi-group cross
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section data can be calculated using Serpent for the deterministic code. The deterministic
code would need to be coupled with a heat transfer code in order to perform the time
dependent calculations as they pertain to transient operations.
In addition to time dependent calculations there are still many steady state
calculations that could be performed in order to better understand the TREAT reactor.
One example of such research pertains to the boron impurity in the fuel. Although we can
be fairly certain the average impurity is about 7.6 ppm it may very well be that the boron
concentration near the surfaces of the graphite blocks is higher. If it were the case that the
boron concentration is higher near the surface this could affect reactor physics
calculations. Similarly I still felt unclear on the exact density of the B4C in the control
rods. Calculations could be run with varying densities of the B4C in order to determine
the effects on control rod worth and possibly determine the density in which the
calculations accurately reproduce the measurements taken in ANL-6173.
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APPENDIX A: SPREADSHEETS AND CALCULATIONS
A.1 Number Density Calculations

Figure A.1: Number densities used for all of the core materials with the exception of the B4C and carbon steel of the control rods.

The volume fractions and atomic number densities at standard density come from ANL-6174. The number densities are
calculated by multiplying volume fraction times the number density at standard density. Number densities are in atoms/(b•cm).
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Figure A.2: Core graphite number densities.

The number densities for the uranium isotopes were recalculated to include U-234
and U-236 from weight percentages (Knief, 2008) which were converted in to atomic
percentages and then multiplied by the total atomic number densities for U-235 and U238 that I previously had.

Figure A.3: The calculations for the number densities of the B 4C and carbon steel of the control rods.
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A.2 Minimum Loading TREAT k-effective

Figure A.4: Conversion of 60 inhr to the k-effective of 1.0015666.

This calculation is based off of the effective delayed neutron fractions provided in
ANL-6173. The reactivity calculation is based off of equation A.1 (Lamarsh and Baratta,
2001).

T

1



 t

i i

(A.1)

i

Where ti  1 i and by solving for reactivity eq. A.1 can be rewritten as eq. A.2.

1
(A.2)
 i i
T i
Knowing the period (T) for one INHR is 1 hour or 3,600 seconds and the effective



delayed neutron fractions from ANL-6173 reactivity can easily be calculated. Using this
value for reactivity k-effective can be very closely approximated as one plus reactivity.
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A.3 Temperature Coefficient of Reactivity

Figure A.5: Revision p temperature coefficient calculations.

The temperature coefficient calculations compare changes in k-effective as temperature changes. These are all isothermal
meaning the entire core is at one constant temperature. The other TREAT model revisions were calculated in the same manner.
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Figure A.6: Plots of change in k-effective vs temperature.

To emphasize how small of a temperature change was made in the measurements reported in ANL-6173 the left plot is blown
up to show this region. As can be seen on the right this linear approximation diverges as temperature and thus the comparable data is
limited.
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A.4 Control Rod Worth

Figure A.7: Calculation and plot of control rod worth of revision p. I have included implicit
calculations for comparison as well as uncertainties.

Similarly to the temperature coefficient, control rod worth calculations compare
changes in k-effective as rod height changes. The change in k-effective measured in
temperature coefficient is nearly five times that of the control rod worth calculations. For
this reason I did not include uncertainties, nor implicit data, with temperature coefficient
calculations. The variations are relatively indistinguishable. With control rod worth
calculations however the effects of the uncertainties become more pronounced as can be
seen with the control rod at 50 in. Uncertainties were calculated based on equation A.3
(Knoll, 2010).
2
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(A.3)

Where u is the change in k-effective and thus x and y are the initial and final values of
k-effective at the various rod positons. Thus equation A.3 can be written as equation A.4.

 k   k2

intial

  k2final

(A.4)

Figure A.8: Critical rod height or rod height to achieve a desired reactivity can be easily estimated
with rod position plotted against k-effective.
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A.5 Neutron Flux Distribution

Figure A.9: Normalized neutron flux at various axial and radial points and their calculated
uncertainties.

Here I have only included calculations for the first 15 points of the axial and
radial fluxes. Serpent 2 outputs the Flux and percent uncertainty. I have normalized the
fluxes by dividing all by the centerline flux (maximum). Although equation A.3 could be
used to in the calculation of uncertainty it is not necessary since normalization is division
by a constant. The uncertainty listed is the percent uncertainty multiplied by the
normalized flux value.
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Figure A.10: Axial plot of normalized thermal flux for revision p.

Figure A.11: Normalized radial thermal neutron flux.

I have not included uncertainty bars for my calculations because the uncertainties
are very small and for the multitude of data points they only obscure the plot.
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Figure A.12: Axial neutron flux extrapolation of data points from the plots provided in ANL-6173.
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Figure A.13: Radial neutron flux extrapolation of data points from the plots provided in ANL-6173.
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Figure A.14: Data points extrapolated from axial and radial thermal neutron plots.

Radial uncertainty used is based off of the variation in the two measurements at
38 in. Axial uncertainty used is based off of the deviation from expected values of the
measurement at - 4 in. Since radial flux is only plotted in one direction (from center
westward) I have duplicated this in both directions radially. I assume this radial traverse
was away from control rod 1 to limit its impact on flux but have had some difficulty
determining the location of control rod 1.
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A.6 Effective Multiplication Factor Comparisons
These are all the values for k-effective that I have collected for all the revisions I have created in order of revision. The
revision is to the left of the data sets and a brief description of the changes made is provided above the data.

Figure A.15: Effective multiplication factor of models 0.0 through 0.3.
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Figure A.16: Effective multiplication factor of models 0.4 through k.
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Figure A.17: Effective multiplication factor of models m through p.
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A.7 Thermal Expansion
My thermal expansion calculations only account for axial expansion because the effects of radial expansion are expected to be
very limited due to the void between the graphite and the cladding. This simplifies the problem greatly so that only the linear
expansion coefficient is required. Since I have been specifically comparing isothermal temperature coefficients of reactivity I
expanded all core and reflector assemblies in equal amounts. I did not account for expansion of any other material besides the
graphite. The linear expansion coefficient I used was the largest I found and thus would have the greatest effect. The idea being that if
I did not see a significant change with this expansion coefficient and then the change should be even less for a smaller expansion
coefficient and thus probably not worth calculating.

Figure A.18: Change in planes perpendicular to z by thermal expansion.
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Figure A.19: Change in density by thermal expansion.

The thermal expansion will cause a change in volume as the height of the assemblies increase however there is no change in
mass so the densities must decrease. To calculate the change in volume first the cross sectional area of the assemblies was determined.
As I was not accounting for radial expansion the cross sectional area remained constant, thus volumes could be calculated based solely
on the change in height. With the initial volume and the calculations made for the volumes at each temperature number density
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calculations were made by multiplying the reference number densities (at 296 K) by the
ratio of the initial volume to the volume at the elevated temperature. With the new values
for the planes perpendicular to z and the new number densities these values were put into
their corresponding Serpent codes and effective multiplication calculations were ran, with
the following results.

Figure A.20: Temperature coefficient comparison with thermal expansion.

Considering how small the effect of thermal expansion it does not seem worth the
effort required.
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A.8 Homogenization

In order to homogenize the assemblies a key parameter to obtain is the volume
fractions of the materials. Although Serpent is capable of performing this action using the
“checkvolume” command I calculated these volume fractions by hand and then compared
my results with outputs from Serpent. Although I will not go into all of the details of
performing these calculations in short it involved calculating the cross sectional areas of
the square and octagonal cylinders then multiplying them by the heights. In order to
calculate the cross sectional area of the octagonal surfaces I calculated the area of a
square and subtracted away the four corners
(triangles). I eventually developed this technique
into a quick and repeatable formula based off of
the two input parameters for serpent: the radius of
the square (r1) and the radius of the diagonal (r2)
as shown in figure A.20.
Figure A.21: Octagonal cylinder input.
2

2
2
(A.5)
Area   2r1   4  r2  1 2  2r1    2r1  


I eventually found that determining the central materials first, such as fuel and
2

reflector, made the process easier. Once those were determined the void around them
could be calculated by determining the volume of the void as if there were no
fuel/reflector and then subtracting away the fuel/reflector volume. Inconsistencies such as
the zirconium spacer, voids for the outgas tubes and the rivets that hold the reflector cans
to the fuel cans added some difficulty in performing the calculations. The control rod
assemblies proved to be especially difficult. In the end however I was able to perform all
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the calculations and get results that compared almost exactly with the output from
Serpent, thus giving me confidence that the geometry of my model was as I intended it to
be.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
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(f)

Figure A.22: The calculated and serpent output volumes of the materials of: (a) aluminum clad
reflector assembly (b) fuel section of the control rod assembly (c) top and bottom reflector section of
the control rod assembly (d) fuel section of the standard fuel assembly (e) top and bottom reflector
section of the standard fuel assembly (f) zircaloy clad reflector assembly.

For assemblies containing fuel I kept the fuel and reflector sections separate and
for all other assemblies I homogenized the entire assembly. I did not homogenize any
part of the control rods themselves because of the self-shielding effect.
Once the volume fractions were attained calculating the new number densities
was relatively simple. The original number densities were multiplied by the volume
fractions of the materials to give me new number densities. Although it was not necessary
before putting anything into my code I summed up all repeated number densities. For
example Iron in both the fuel graphite and zircaloy in the fuel assemblies so a number
density for it shows up twice as you can see in figure A.22 (b).
As previously mentioned the result of full homogenization seems to be poorly
representative of TREAT unless the fuel region is left non-homogenized.
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(a)
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(b)

Figure A.23: Number densities of all homogenized assemblies and assembly sections.
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APPENDIX B: DIAGRAMS AND DRAWINGS

Figure B.1: Drawing of standard fuel assembly for revision 0.0 TREAT model.
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Figure B.2: Radii for the octagonal cylinder surface input cards.
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APPENDIX C: APPENDIX C: CODES
In this appendix I originally intend to list all of the input decks for all of the
revisions I have made to my model, however I realized this would be far too many pages.
I will only list revisions with major changes where I calculated all the physics
comparisons. I will provide various temperatures and rod heights as examples of these
changes. I will list the revisions in the order in which they were created and provide a
brief description of the changes made to the model in between revisions. These are the
same input codes ran by Serpent in my calculations except for some changes to the
tabulation in order to make the text documents fit better in word and in some cases I
added some more comments.

C.1 Spherical Model
The first revision is based off of the spherical model described in ANL-6174. The
cross section data temperature is for 296 K. Free carbon thermal neutron cross sections
are used for the fuel while graphite thermal neutron cross sections are used for the
reflector.
% --- TREAT Spherical Approximation --- %
% --- Surface Input --- %
surf 1 sph 0 0 0 71
surf 2 sph 0 0 0 166.7
% --- Cell Input --- %
cell 1 0 fuel -1
cell 2 0 reflector 1 -2
cell 3 0 outside 2
% --- Material Input --- %
therm gre gre6.00t

%Graphite thermal XS at 296 K.

mat fuel sum
92235.03c 7.5742e-6
92238.03c 5.5431e-7
40000.03c 1.1903e-3
5010.03c 1.0044e-7
5011.03c 4.0426e-7
26000.03c 3.3435e-5
6012.03c 0.0760275

%U-235
%U-238
%Zirconium
%Boron-10
%Boron-11
%Iron
%Carbon-12 Free gas therm. XS.
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mat reflector sum moder gre 6012
40000.03c 1.9533e-4
5010.03c 3.1762e-8
5011.03c 1.2785e-7
26000.03c 7.8934e-5
13027.03c 2.605e-3
6012.03c 0.072216

%Graphite thermal XS only used for reflector.
%Zirconium
%Boron-10
%Boron-11
%Iron
%Aluminium
%Carbon-12

% --- Library File Path --- %
set acelib "/home/SERPENT_XSDATA/XSData/endfb7/endfb7.xs"
set declib "/home/SERPENT_XSDATA/XSData/endfb7/sss_endfb7.dec"
set nfylib "/home/SERPENT_XSDATA/XSData/endfb7/sss_endfb7.nfy"
%--- Mesh Generation --- %
%mesh 3 1000 1000
plot 3 2000 2000
% --- Calculation Input --- %
set pop 2000 500 50 1.0 10
% --- Multigroup Cross Section Generation --- %
set gcu 0
set nfg 3 0.4e-6 1.44e-6

C.2 Revision 0.0
This revision is the very first detailed model I created. Although you will see
control rod assemblies there are not actually any control rods that run through it, instead
there is a void in this region. The cross section data is for 400 K and thus “tmp 400” is
used to correct the Doppler-broadening and “gre6.04t” is used to ensure the graphite
thermal neutron cross section data is that at 400 K. This is with the minimum core
loading of 133 fuel assemblies.
% --- Treat Rev. 0.0 --- % %temperature set to 400K (126.85C)%

% --- Library File Path --- %
set acelib "/home/SERPENT_XSDATA/XSData/endfb7/endfb7.xs"
set declib "/home/SERPENT_XSDATA/XSData/endfb7/sss_endfb7.dec"
set nfylib "/home/SERPENT_XSDATA/XSData/endfb7/sss_endfb7.nfy"

% --- Surface Card --- %
surf 1 sqc 0 0 5.08
surf 2 octa 0 0 5.0292 6.318613
surf 3 octa 0 0 4.9657 6.255113
surf 4 octa 0 0 4.826 6.115413
surf 5 pz 60.96
surf 6 pz -60.96
surf 7 pz 61.595
surf 8 pz -61.595
surf 9 pz 61.833125
surf 10 pz -61.833125
surf 11 pz 61.960125
surf 12 pz -61.960125

%Assembly including coolant gaps.
%Surface at the outside edge of the Zr.
%Surface at the outside edge of the void.
%Surface at the outside edge of the fuel.
%The top of the fuel.
%The bottom of the fuel.
%The top of the top Zr spacer.
%The bottom of the bottom Zr spacer.
%The top surface between the zircaloy 3 cladding and Al 6063 cladding.
%The bottom surface between the zircaloy 3 cladding and Al 6063 cladding.
%The top inside surface between the Al 6063 cladding and graphite reflector.
%The bottom inside surface between the Al 6063 cladding and graphite reflector.
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surf 13 pz 122.920125
%The top outside surface between the Al 6063 cladding and graphite reflector.
surf 14 pz -122.920125
%The bottom outside surface between the Al 6063 cladding and graphite reflector.
surf 15 pz 123.047125
%The top surface of the Al 6063 cladding (top of core).
surf 16 pz -123.047125
%The bottom surface of the Al 6063 cladding (bottom of core).
surf 17 octa 0 0 4.9022 6.191613
%Surface at the outside edge of the reflector.
surf 18 sqc 0 0 96.52
%Outer edge of the core.
%surf 19 sqc 0 0 101.6
%Inner edge of the reflector. (will be used if there is an air gap)
surf 20 sqc 0 0 157.48
%Outer edge of the reflector. (162.56 instead of 157.48 if there is an air gap)
surf 21 cyl 0 0 2.2225
%Control rod.

% --- Cell Card --- %
% Standard Fuel Assembly %
cell 1 1 coolant 2 -1 -15 16
cell 2 1 zircaloy 3 -2 -7 8
cell 3 1 void 4 -3 -7 8
cell 4 1 fuel -4 -5 6
cell 5 1 zircaloy -4 5 -7
cell 6 1 zircaloy -4 8 -6
cell 7 1 zircaloy -2 7 -9
cell 8 1 zircaloy -2 10 -8
cell 9 1 aluminium -2 9 -11
cell 10 1 aluminium -2 12 -10
cell 11 1 reflector -17 11 -13
cell 12 1 reflector -17 14 -12
cell 13 1 aluminium -2 17 11 -13
cell 14 1 aluminium -2 17 14 -12
cell 15 1 aluminium -2 13 -15
cell 16 1 aluminium -2 16 -14

%Coolant channel around assembly.
%Zircaloy 3 casing of assembly (25 mils).
%Void within assembly (55 mils).
%Fuel within assembly (six 3.9"x3.9"x8" blocks stacked 48" high).
%Top Zr spacer (1/4").
%Bottom Zr spacer (1/4").
%Top Zircaloy 3 fuel end-cap (3/32").
%Bottom Zircaloy 3 fuel end-cap (3/32").
%Top Al 6063 reflector cladding bottom end-cap(50 mils).
%Bottom Al 6063 reflector cladding top end-cap(50 mils).
%Top assembly reflector (24").
%Bottom assembly reflector (24").
%Top Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
%Bottom Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
%Top Al 6063 reflector cladding top end-cap(50 mils).
%Bottom Al 6063 reflector cladding bottom end-cap(50 mils).

% Control Rod Fuel Assembly %
cell 41 2 coolant 2 -1 -15 16
cell 42 2 zircaloy 3 -2 -7 8
cell 43 2 void 4 -3 -7 8
cell 44 2 fuel 21 -4 -5 6
cell 45 2 zircaloy 21 -4 5 -7
cell 46 2 zircaloy 21 -4 8 -6
cell 47 2 zircaloy 21 -2 7 -9
cell 48 2 zircaloy 21 -2 10 -8
cell 49 2 aluminium 21 -2 9 -11
cell 50 2 aluminium 21 -2 12 -10
cell 51 2 reflector 21 -17 11 -13
cell 52 2 reflector 21 -17 14 -12
cell 53 2 aluminium -2 17 11 -13
cell 54 2 aluminium -2 17 14 -12
cell 55 2 aluminium 21 -2 13 -15
cell 56 2 aluminium 21 -2 16 -14
cell 57 2 void -21 -15 16

%Coolant channel around assembly.
%Zircaloy 3 casing of assembly (25 mils).
%Void within assembly (55 mils).
%Fuel within assembly (six 3.9"x3.9"x8" blocks stacked 48" high).
%Top Zr spacer (1/4").
%Bottom Zr spacer (1/4").
%Top Zircaloy 3 fuel end-cap (3/32").
%Bottom Zircaloy 3 fuel end-cap (3/32").
%Top Al 6063 reflector cladding bottom end-cap(50 mils).
%Bottom Al 6063 reflector cladding top end-cap(50 mils).
%Top assembly reflector (24").
%Bottom assembly reflector (24").
%Top Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
%Bottom Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
%Top Al 6063 reflector cladding top end-cap(50 mils).
%Bottom Al 6063 reflector cladding bottom end-cap(50 mils).
%Void where the control rod would go through.

% Aluminium Can Dummy Fuel Assembly %
cell 61 3 coolant 2 -1 -15 16
cell 63 3 aluminium -2 17 -15 16
cell 64 3 reflector -17 -15 16

%Coolant channel around assembly.
%Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
%Reflector.

% Zircaloy Can Dummy Fuel Assembly %
cell 81 4 coolant 2 -1 -15 16
cell 82 4 zircaloy 3 -2 -15 16
cell 83 4 reflector -3 -15 16

%Coolant channel around assembly.
%Zircaloy 3 casing of assembly (25 mils).
%Reflector.

% Access Hole Fuel Assembly %
% Access Hole Dummy Fuel Assembly %
% Shielding Assembly %
% Thermocouple Fuel Assembly %
% Core %
cell 17 0 outside -16

%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).
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cell 18 0 outside 15
cell 19 0 outside 20 -15 16
cell 20 0 fill 10 -18 -15 16
%cell 21 0 air 18 -19 -15 -16
cell 22 0 reflector 18 -20 -15 16

%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).
%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).
%Fuel assembly.
%Air gap between core and reflector. (not sure if there is a air gap)
%Outside reflector.

% --- Lattice --- %
lat 10 1 0 0 19 19 10.16
3333333333333333333
3333333333333333333
3333334444444333333
3333341114111433333
3333411111111143333
3334111211121114333
3341111111111111433
3341121111111211433
3341111111111111433
3344111111111114433
3341111111111111433
3341121111111211433
3341111111111111433
3334111211121114333
3333411111111143333
3333341114111433333
3333334444444333333
3333333333333333333
3333333333333333333

% --- Material Card --- %
therm gre gre6.04t
mat fuel sum moder gre 6012 tmp 400
92235.03c 8.6516144e-6
92238.03c 6.313164e-7
%8016.03c 8.265813e-1
6012.03c 0.0862391959
5010.03c 1.14864798e-7
5011.03c 4.59459192e-7
26000.03c 1.85516144e-5

%Fuel
%U-235
%U-238
%Oxygen
%Carbon
%Boron-10
%Boron-11
%Iron

mat coolant -0.001294 tmp 400
7014.03c 4.3433e-5
%6000.03c 5.3107e-9
8016.03c 1.0212e-5
%1001.03c 3.8648e-10
%18040.03c 1.8195e-7
%code 6.9491e-10
%2000.03c 9.7320e-10
%36084.03c 9.2970e-12
%54131.03c 5.3405e-13

%Coolant
%Nitrogen
%Carbon
%Oxygen
%Hydrogen
%Argon
%Neon
%Helium
%Krypton
%Xenon

%mat air -0.001294 tmp 400
%7014.03c 4.3433e-5
%6012.03c 5.3107e-9
%8016.03c 1.0212e-5

%Air Gap
%Nitrogen
%Carbon
%Oxygen

Mat zircaloy sum tmp 400
%24000.03c 7.5977e-4
26000.03c 0.0001699236
50000.03c 0.000077674
40000.03c 0.08374907

%Zircaloy
%Chromium
%Iron
%Tin
%Zirconium

%Mat zirconium -5.68 tmp 400
%40000.03c -1.0

%Zirconium spacer
%Zirconium

Mat aluminium sum tmp 400

%Al 6063
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13027.03c 0.0599572887
%24000.03c .001
26000.03c .0004385235
%30000.03c .001
%12000.03c .00675
%25055.03c .001
%14000.03c .005
%22000.03c .001
%29000.03c .001

%Aluminium
%Chromium
%Iron
%Zinc
%Magnesium
%Manganese
%Silicon
%Titanium
%Copper

Mat reflector sum moder gre 6012 tmp 400
6012.03c 0.08374907
5010.03c 3.7105968e-8
5011.03c 1.48423872e-7
26000.03c 1.801745e-5

%Graphite
%Carbon
%Boron-10
%Boron-11
%Iron

%--- Mesh Generation --- %
%mesh 3 2000 2000
%plot 3 5000 5000
%plot 2 6300 4920
%mesh 2 3150 2460
% --- Calculation Input --- %
set pop 2000 500 50 1.0 10

C.3 Revision 0.4
In this revision, 0.4, I have added control rods which rise up from below the core,
which is incorrect. Additionally with the rods withdrawn a void runs through the core,
which is incorrect as well. These issues were corrected in revision o and can be seen in
revision p below. Control rod 1 is fully withdrawn in this example and could be adjusted
by changing surfaces 23 and 24. This is the first revision in which the boron impurity in
the fuel was increased from 6 ppm to 7.6 ppm.
% --- Treat Rev. 0.4 --- %

%133 fuel elements.

% --- Library File Path --- %
set acelib "/home/SERPENT_XSDATA/XSData/endfb7/endfb7.xs"
set declib "/home/SERPENT_XSDATA/XSData/endfb7/sss_endfb7.dec"
set nfylib "/home/SERPENT_XSDATA/XSData/endfb7/sss_endfb7.nfy"

% --- Surface Card --- %
surf 1 sqc 0 0 5.08
surf 2 octa 0 0 5.0292 6.318613
surf 3 octa 0 0 4.9657 6.255113
surf 4 octa 0 0 4.826 6.115413
surf 5 pz 60.96
surf 6 pz -60.96
surf 7 pz 61.595
surf 8 pz -61.595
surf 9 pz 61.833125
surf 10 pz -61.833125
surf 11 pz 61.960125
surf 12 pz -61.960125

%Assembly including coolant gaps.
%Surface at the outside edge of the Zr.
%Surface at the outside edge of the void.
%Surface at the outside edge of the fuel.
%The top of the fuel.
%The bottom of the fuel.
%The top of the top Zr spacer.
%The bottom of the bottom Zr spacer.
%The top surface between the zircaloy 3 cladding and Al 6063 cladding.
%The bottom surface between the zircaloy 3 cladding and Al 6063 cladding.
%The top inside surface between the Al 6063 cladding and graphite reflector.
%The bottom inside surface between the Al 6063 cladding and graphite reflector.
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surf 13 pz 122.920125
%The top outside surface between the Al 6063 cladding and graphite reflector.
surf 14 pz -122.920125
%The bottom outside surface between the Al 6063 cladding and graphite reflector.
surf 15 pz 123.047125
%The top surface of the Al 6063 cladding (top of core).
surf 16 pz -123.047125
%The bottom surface of the Al 6063 cladding (bottom of core).
surf 17 octa 0 0 4.9022 6.191613
%Surface at the outside edge of the reflector.
surf 18 sqc 0 0 96.52
%Outer edge of the core.
%surf 19 sqc 0 0 101.6
%Inner edge of the reflector. (will be used if there is an air gap)
surf 20 sqc 0 0 157.48
%Outer edge of the reflector. (162.56 instead of 157.48 if there is an air gap)
surf 21 cyl 0 0 2.2225
%Control rod steel tube OD.
surf 22 cyl 0 0 1.905
%Control rod steel tube ID.
surf 23 pz -77.073125
%Bottom of the control rod 1.
surf 24 pz -229.473125
%Surface between poison and zircaloy follower of control rod 1.
%surf 25 pz -381.873125
%Top of the control rod 1.
surf 26 pz -77.073125
%Bottom of the control rod 2.
surf 27 pz -229.473125
%Surface between poison and zircaloy follower of control rod 2.
%surf 28 pz -381.873125%
Top of the control rod 2.
surf 29 pz -77.073125
%Bottom of SD control rod.
surf 30 pz -229.473125
%Surface between poison and zircaloy follower of SD control rod.
%surf 31 pz -381.873125
%Top of SD control rod.
surf 32 pz -381.873125
%Top of control rods.
surf 33 cyl 0 0 2.54
%Control rod assembly hole ANL-6173 pg 12.

% --- Cell Card --- %
% Control Rod 1 %
cell 141 5 coolant 2 -1 -15 16
cell 142 5 zircaloy 3 -2 -7 8
cell 143 5 air 4 -3 -7 8
cell 144 5 fuel 33 -4 -5 6
cell 145 5 zircaloy 33 -4 5 -7
cell 146 5 zircaloy 33 -4 8 -6
cell 147 5 zircaloy 33 -2 7 -9
cell 148 5 zircaloy 33 -2 10 -8
cell 149 5 aluminium 33 -2 9 -11
cell 150 5 aluminium 33 -2 12 -10
cell 151 5 reflector 33 -17 11 -13
cell 152 5 reflector 33 -17 14 -12
cell 153 5 aluminium -2 17 11 -13
cell 154 5 aluminium -2 17 14 -12
cell 155 5 aluminium 33 -2 13 -15
cell 156 5 aluminium 33 -2 16 -14
cell 157 5 air -21 23 -15
cell 158 5 steel -21 22 -23 24
cell 159 5 poison -22 -23 24
cell 160 5 zircaloy -21 22 -24 32
cell 161 5 reflector -22 -24 32
cell 162 5 outside 21 -16 32 -1
cell 163 5 air -33 21 -15 16

%Coolant channel around assembly.
%Zircaloy 3 casing of assembly (25 mils).
%Void within assembly (55 mils).
%Fuel within assembly (six 3.9"x3.9"x8" blocks stacked 48" high).
%Top Zr spacer (1/4").
%Bottom Zr spacer (1/4").
%Top Zircaloy 3 fuel end-cap (3/32").
%Bottom Zircaloy 3 fuel end-cap (3/32").
%Top Al 6063 reflector cladding bottom end-cap(50 mils).
%Bottom Al 6063 reflector cladding top end-cap(50 mils).
%Top assembly reflector (24").
%Bottom assembly reflector (24").
%Top Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
%Bottom Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
%Top Al 6063 reflector cladding top end-cap(50 mils).
%Bottom Al 6063 reflector cladding bottom end-cap(50 mils).
%Void where the control rod would go through.
%Control rod poison carbon steel housing.
%Control rod poison.
%Control rod zircaloy follower housing.
%Control rod zircaloy follower.
%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).
%Control rod assembly hole.

% Control Rod 2 %
cell 241 6 coolant 2 -1 -15 16
cell 242 6 zircaloy 3 -2 -7 8
cell 243 6 air 4 -3 -7 8
cell 244 6 fuel 33 -4 -5 6
cell 245 6 zircaloy 33 -4 5 -7
cell 246 6 zircaloy 33 -4 8 -6
cell 247 6 zircaloy 33 -2 7 -9
cell 248 6 zircaloy 33 -2 10 -8
cell 249 6 aluminium 33 -2 9 -11
cell 250 6 aluminium 33 -2 12 -10
cell 251 6 reflector 33 -17 11 -13
cell 252 6 reflector 33 -17 14 -12
cell 253 6 aluminium -2 17 11 -13
cell 254 6 aluminium -2 17 14 -12
cell 255 6 aluminium 33 -2 13 -15
cell 256 6 aluminium 33 -2 16 -14
cell 257 6 air -21 26 -15
cell 258 6 steel -21 22 -26 27
cell 259 6 poison -22 -26 27

%Coolant channel around assembly.
%Zircaloy 3 casing of assembly (25 mils).
%Void within assembly (55 mils).
%Fuel within assembly (six 3.9"x3.9"x8" blocks stacked 48" high).
%Top Zr spacer (1/4").
%Bottom Zr spacer (1/4").
%Top Zircaloy 3 fuel end-cap (3/32").
%Bottom Zircaloy 3 fuel end-cap (3/32").
%Top Al 6063 reflector cladding bottom end-cap(50 mils).
%Bottom Al 6063 reflector cladding top end-cap(50 mils).
%Top assembly reflector (24").
%Bottom assembly reflector (24").
%Top Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
%Bottom Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
%Top Al 6063 reflector cladding top end-cap(50 mils).
%Bottom Al 6063 reflector cladding bottom end-cap(50 mils).
%Void where the control rod would go through.
%Control rod poison carbon steel housing.
%Control rod poison.
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cell 260 6 zircaloy -21 22 -27 32
cell 261 6 reflector -22 -27 32
cell 262 6 outside 21 -16 32 -1
cell 263 6 air -33 21 -15 16

%Control rod zircaloy follower housing.
%Control rod zircaloy follower.
%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).
%Control rod assembly hole.

% Shutdown Control Rod Fuel Assembly %
cell 41 2 coolant 2 -1 -15 16
cell 42 2 zircaloy 3 -2 -7 8
cell 43 2 air 4 -3 -7 8
cell 44 2 fuel 33 -4 -5 6
cell 45 2 zircaloy 33 -4 5 -7
cell 46 2 zircaloy 33 -4 8 -6
cell 47 2 zircaloy 33 -2 7 -9
cell 48 2 zircaloy 33 -2 10 -8
cell 49 2 aluminium 33 -2 9 -11
cell 50 2 aluminium 33 -2 12 -10
cell 51 2 reflector 33 -17 11 -13
cell 52 2 reflector 33 -17 14 -12
cell 53 2 aluminium -2 17 11 -13
cell 54 2 aluminium -2 17 14 -12
cell 55 2 aluminium 33 -2 13 -15
cell 56 2 aluminium 33 -2 16 -14
cell 57 2 air -21 29 -15
cell 58 2 steel -21 22 -29 30
cell 59 2 poison -22 -29 30
cell 60 2 zircaloy -21 22 -30 32
cell 61 2 reflector -22
-30 32
cell 62 2 outside 21 -16 32 -1
cell 63 2 air -33 21 -15 16

%Coolant channel around assembly.
%Zircaloy 3 casing of assembly (25 mils).
%Void within assembly (55 mils).
%Fuel within assembly (six 3.9"x3.9"x8" blocks stacked 48" high).
%Top Zr spacer (1/4").
%Bottom Zr spacer (1/4").
%Top Zircaloy 3 fuel end-cap (3/32").
%Bottom Zircaloy 3 fuel end-cap (3/32").
%Top Al 6063 reflector cladding bottom end-cap(50 mils).
%Bottom Al 6063 reflector cladding top end-cap(50 mils).
%Top assembly reflector (24").
%Bottom assembly reflector (24").
%Top Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
%Bottom Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
%Top Al 6063 reflector cladding top end-cap(50 mils).
%Bottom Al 6063 reflector cladding bottom end-cap(50 mils).
%Void where the control rod would go through.
%Carbon steel tube.
%Boron-carbide powder compacted to 1.6g/cc.
%Zircaloy follower housing.
%Zircaloy follower.
%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).
%Control rod assembly hole.

% Standard Fuel Assembly %
cell 1 1 coolant 2 -1 -15 16
cell 2 1 zircaloy 3 -2 -7 8
cell 3 1 air 4 -3 -7 8
cell 4 1 fuel -4 -5 6
cell 5 1 zircaloy -4 5 -7
cell 6 1 zircaloy -4 8 -6
cell 7 1 zircaloy -2 7 -9
cell 8 1 zircaloy -2 10 -8
cell 9 1 aluminium -2 9 -11
cell 10 1 aluminium -2 12 -10
cell 11 1 reflector -17 11 -13
cell 12 1 reflector -17 14 -12
cell 13 1 aluminium -2 17 11 -13
cell 14 1 aluminium -2 17 14 -12
cell 15 1 aluminium -2 13 -15
cell 16 1 aluminium -2 16 -14
cell 17 1 outside -16 32 -1

%Coolant channel around assembly.
%Zircaloy 3 casing of assembly (25 mils).
%Void within assembly (55 mils).
%Fuel within assembly (six 3.9"x3.9"x8" blocks stacked 48" high).
%Top Zr spacer (1/4").
%Bottom Zr spacer (1/4").
%Top Zircaloy 3 fuel end-cap (3/32").
%Bottom Zircaloy 3 fuel end-cap (3/32").
%Top Al 6063 reflector cladding bottom end-cap(50 mils).
%Bottom Al 6063 reflector cladding top end-cap(50 mils).
%Top assembly reflector (24").
%Bottom assembly reflector (24").
%Top Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
%Bottom Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
%Top Al 6063 reflector cladding top end-cap(50 mils).
%Bottom Al 6063 reflector cladding bottom end-cap(50 mils).
%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).

% Aluminium Can Dummy Fuel Assembly %
cell 71 3 coolant 2 -1 -15 16
cell 72 3 aluminium -2 17 -15 16
cell 73 3 reflector -17 -15 16
cell 74 3 outside -16 32 -1

%Coolant channel around assembly.
%Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
%Reflector.
%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).

% Zircaloy Can Dummy Fuel Assembly %
cell 81 4 coolant 2 -1 -15 16
cell 82 4 zircaloy 3 -2 -15 16
cell 83 4 reflector -3 -15 16
cell 84 4 outside -16 32 -1

%Coolant channel around assembly.
%Zircaloy 3 casing of assembly (25 mils).
%Reflector.
%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).

% Access Hole Fuel Assembly %
% Access Hole Dummy Fuel Assembly %
% Shielding Assembly %
% Thermocouple Fuel Assembly %
% Core %
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cell 20 0 outside 15
cell 21 0 outside -32
cell 22 0 outside 20 -15 16
cell 23 0 outside -16 32 18
cell 24 0 fill 10 -18 32 -15
%cell 25 0 air 18 -19 -15 -16
cell 26 0 reflector 18 -20 -15 16

%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).
%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).
%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).
%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).
%Core.
%Air gap between core and reflector. (not sure if there is a air gap)
%Outside reflector.

% --- Lattice --- %
lat 10 1 0 0 19 19 10.16
3333333333333333333
3333333333333333333
3333334444444333333
3333341114111433333
3333411111111143333
3334111211151114333
3341111111111111433
3341121111111211433
3341111111111111433
3344111111111114433
3341111111111111433
3341121111111211433
3341111111111111433
3334111211121114333
3333411111111143333
3333341114111433333
3333334444444333333
3333333333333333333
3333333333333333333
%1=regular fuel assembly
%2=control rod fuel assembly
%3=zircaloy clad reflector assembly
%4=Al clad reflector assembly
%5=CR#1
%6=CR#2
%135 regular fuel elements
%+ 8 control rod elements
%= approximately 142 regular fuel elements

% --- Material Card --- %
therm gre gre6.00t
mat steel sum
26000.03c 8.51888875e-2
25055.03c 8.46518204e-4

%Iron
%Manganese

mat poison sum
5010.03c 1.39515714e-2
5011.03c 5.58062855e-2
6012.03c 1.74394642e-2

%Boron-10
%Boron-11
%Carbon

mat fuel sum moder gre 6012
92235.03c 8.6516144e-6
92238.03c 6.313164e-7
6012.03c 0.0862391959
5010.03c 1.45913E-07
5011.03c 5.83652E-07
26000.03c 1.85516144e-5

%Fuel
%U-235
%U-238
%Carbon
%Boron-10
%Boron-11
%Iron

mat coolant sum
7014.03c 4.3433e-5
8016.03c 1.0212e-5

%Coolant
%Nitrogen
%Oxygen

mat air sum
7014.03c 4.3433e-5

%Air Gap
%Nitrogen
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8016.03c 1.0212e-5

%Oxygen

Mat zircaloy sum
26000.03c 0.0001699236
50000.03c 0.000077674
40000.03c 0.08374907

%Zircaloy
%Iron
%Tin
%Zirconium

Mat aluminium sum
13027.03c 0.0599572887
26000.03c .0004385235

%Al 6063
%Aluminium
%Iron

Mat reflector sum moder gre 6012
6012.03c 0.08374907
5010.03c 3.7105968e-8
5011.03c 1.48423872e-7
26000.03c 1.801745e-5

%Graphite
%Carbon
%Boron-10
%Boron-11
%Iron

%--- Mesh Generation --- %
%mesh 3 2000 2000 [0]
%plot 3 5000 5000 [130.823]
%plot 3 5000 5000 [80.823]
%plot 3 5000 5000 [0]
%plot 3 5000 5000 [-80.823]
plot 3 2000 2000 [-54.97]
%plot 2 8300 3920 [-40.64]
plot 2 2000 2000 [-42.818]
%mesh 2 3150 2460

% --- Calculation Input --- %
set pop 70000 250 50 1.0 10

C.4 Revision 4
Revision 4 was the first to have a graphite to free carbon ratio, although it was
60/40 instead of the proper 59/41. I had also added a two inch air gap between the
assemblies and the permanent reflector. The uranium number densities were changed to
include U-234 and U-236 and the zircaloy clad reflectors were changed to be like
standard fuel assemblies with reflector in place of fuel. In this example I had used 135
fuel assemblies instead of the minimum 133. The two additional fuel assemblies were
reportedly used in ANL-6173 in their flux distribution measurements. I have also put
control rod 1 to 48.5 in. as described in ANL-6173.These flux calculations using the
detectors here were made later, as initially I had some issues setting up my detector
orientation and the results for my initial calculations were incorrect.
% --- Treat Rev. 4 --- %

%135 fuel elements for symmetry for flux measurements.
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% --- Library File Path --- %
set acelib "/Users/serpent//SERPENT2/XSData/sss_endfb7u.xsdata"
set declib "/Users/serpent/SERPENT2/XSData/sss_endfb7.dec"
set nfylib "/Users/serpent/SERPENT2/XSData/sss_endfb7.nfy"

% --- Surface Card --- %
surf 1 sqc 0 0 5.08
%Assembly including coolant gaps.
surf 2 octa 0 0 5.0292 6.318613
%Surface at the outside edge of the Zr.
surf 3 octa 0 0 4.9657 6.255113
%Surface at the outside edge of the void.
surf 4 octa 0 0 4.826 6.115413
%Surface at the outside edge of the fuel.
surf 5 pz 60.96
%The top of the fuel.
surf 6 pz -60.96
%The bottom of the fuel.
surf 7 pz 61.595
%The top of the top Zr spacer.
surf 8 pz -61.595
%The bottom of the bottom Zr spacer.
surf 9 pz 61.833125
%The top surface between the zircaloy 3 cladding and Al 6063 cladding.
surf 10 pz -61.833125
%The bottom surface between the zircaloy 3 cladding and Al 6063 cladding.
surf 11 pz 61.960125
%The top inside surface between the Al 6063 cladding and graphite reflector.
surf 12 pz -61.960125
%The bottom inside surface between the Al 6063 cladding and graphite reflector.
surf 13 pz 122.920125
%The top outside surface between the Al 6063 cladding and graphite reflector.
surf 14 pz -122.920125
%The bottom outside surface between the Al 6063 cladding and graphite reflector.
surf 15 pz 123.047125
%The top surface of the Al 6063 cladding (top of core).
surf 16 pz -123.047125
%The bottom surface of the Al 6063 cladding (bottom of core).
surf 17 octa 0 0 4.9022 6.191613
%Surface at the outside edge of the reflector.
surf 18 sqc 0 0 96.52
%Outer edge of the core.
surf 19 sqc 0 0 101.6
%Inner edge of the reflector. Outside the 2" air gap.
surf 20 sqc 0 0 162.56
%Outer edge of the reflector.
surf 21 cyl 0 0 2.2225
%Control rod steel tube OD.
surf 22 cyl 0 0 1.905
%Control rod steel tube ID.
surf 23 pz -46.99
%Bottom of the control rod 1.
surf 24 pz -199.39
%Surface between poison and zircaloy follower of control rod 1.
%surf 25 pz -381.873125
%Top of the control rod 1.
surf 26 pz -77.073125
%Bottom of the control rod 2.
surf 27 pz -229.473125
%Surface between poison and zircaloy follower of control rod 2.
%surf 28 pz -381.873125
%Top of the control rod 2.
surf 29 pz -77.073125
%Bottom of SD control rod.
surf 30 pz -229.473125
%Surface between poison and zircaloy follower of SD control rod.
%surf 31 pz -381.873125
%Top of SD control rod.
surf 32 pz -381.873125 %Top of control rods. (To simplify outside boundary conditions all control rods will extend here.)
surf 33 cyl 0 0 2.54
%Control rod assembly hole ANL-6173 pg 12.

% --- Cell Card --- %
% Control Rod 1 %
cell 141 5 coolant 2 -1 -15 16
cell 142 5 zircaloy 3 -2 -7 8
cell 143 5 air 4 -3 -7 8
cell 144 5 fuel 33 -4 -5 6
cell 145 5 zircaloy 33 -4 5 -7
cell 146 5 zircaloy 33 -4 8 -6
cell 147 5 zircaloy 33 -2 7 -9
cell 148 5 zircaloy 33 -2 10 -8
cell 149 5 aluminium 33 -2 9 -11
cell 150 5 aluminium 33 -2 12 -10
cell 151 5 reflector 33 -17 11 -13
cell 152 5 reflector 33 -17 14 -12
cell 153 5 aluminium -2 17 11 -13
cell 154 5 aluminium -2 17 14 -12
cell 155 5 aluminium 33 -2 13 -15
cell 156 5 aluminium 33 -2 16 -14
cell 157 5 air -21 23 -15
cell 158 5 steel -21 22 -23 24
cell 159 5 poison -22 -23 24
cell 160 5 zircaloy -21 22 -24 32
cell 161 5 reflector -22 -24 32
cell 162 5 outside 21 -16 32 -1
cell 163 5 air -33 21 -15 16

%Coolant channel around assembly.
%Zircaloy 3 casing of assembly (25 mils).
%Void within assembly (55 mils).
%Fuel within assembly (six 3.9"x3.9"x8" blocks stacked 48" high).
%Top Zr spacer (1/4").
%Bottom Zr spacer (1/4").
%Top Zircaloy 3 fuel end-cap (3/32").
%Bottom Zircaloy 3 fuel end-cap (3/32").
%Top Al 6063 reflector cladding bottom end-cap(50 mils).
%Bottom Al 6063 reflector cladding top end-cap(50 mils).
%Top assembly reflector (24").
%Bottom assembly reflector (24").
%Top Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
%Bottom Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
%Top Al 6063 reflector cladding top end-cap(50 mils).
%Bottom Al 6063 reflector cladding bottom end-cap(50 mils).
%Void where the control rod would go through.
%Control rod poison carbon steel housing.
%Control rod poison.
%Control rod zircaloy follower housing.
%Control rod zircaloy follower.
%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).
%Control rod assembly hole.
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% Control Rod 2 %
cell 241 6 coolant 2 -1 -15 16
cell 242 6 zircaloy 3 -2 -7 8
cell 243 6 air 4 -3 -7 8
cell 244 6 fuel 33 -4 -5 6
cell 245 6 zircaloy 33 -4 5 -7
cell 246 6 zircaloy 33 -4 8 -6
cell 247 6 zircaloy 33 -2 7 -9
cell 248 6 zircaloy 33 -2 10 -8
cell 249 6 aluminium 33 -2 9 -11
cell 250 6 aluminium 33 -2 12 -10
cell 251 6 reflector 33 -17 11 -13
cell 252 6 reflector 33 -17 14 -12
cell 253 6 aluminium -2 17 11 -13
cell 254 6 aluminium -2 17 14 -12
cell 255 6 aluminium 33 -2 13 -15
cell 256 6 aluminium 33 -2 16 -14
cell 257 6 air -21 26 -15
cell 258 6 steel -21 22 -26 27
cell 259 6 poison -22 -26 27
cell 260 6 zircaloy -21 22 -27 32
cell 261 6 reflector -22 -27 32
cell 262 6 outside 21 -16 32 -1
cell 263 6 air -33 21 -15 16

%Coolant channel around assembly.
%Zircaloy 3 casing of assembly (25 mils).
%Void within assembly (55 mils).
%Fuel within assembly (six 3.9"x3.9"x8" blocks stacked 48" high).
%Top Zr spacer (1/4").
%Bottom Zr spacer (1/4").
%Top Zircaloy 3 fuel end-cap (3/32").
%Bottom Zircaloy 3 fuel end-cap (3/32").
%Top Al 6063 reflector cladding bottom end-cap(50 mils).
%Bottom Al 6063 reflector cladding top end-cap(50 mils).
%Top assembly reflector (24").
%Bottom assembly reflector (24").
%Top Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
%Bottom Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
%Top Al 6063 reflector cladding top end-cap(50 mils).
%Bottom Al 6063 reflector cladding bottom end-cap(50 mils).
%Void where the control rod would go through.
%Control rod poison carbon steel housing.
%Control rod poison.
%Control rod zircaloy follower housing.
%Control rod zircaloy follower.
%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).
%Control rod assembly hole.

% Shutdown Control Rod Fuel Assembly %
cell 41 2 coolant 2 -1 -15 16
cell 42 2 zircaloy 3 -2 -7 8
cell 43 2 air 4 -3 -7 8
cell 44 2 fuel 33 -4 -5 6
cell 45 2 zircaloy 33 -4 5 -7
cell 46 2 zircaloy 33 -4 8 -6
cell 47 2 zircaloy 33 -2 7 -9
cell 48 2 zircaloy 33 -2 10 -8
cell 49 2 aluminium 33 -2 9 -11
cell 50 2 aluminium 33 -2 12 -10
cell 51 2 reflector 33 -17 11 -13
cell 52 2 reflector 33 -17 14 -12
cell 53 2 aluminium -2 17 11 -13
cell 54 2 aluminium -2 17 14 -12
cell 55 2 aluminium 33 -2 13 -15
cell 56 2 aluminium 33 -2 16 -14
cell 57 2 air -21 29 -15
cell 58 2 steel -21 22 -29 30
cell 59 2 poison -22 -29 30
cell 60 2 zircaloy -21 22 -30 32
cell 61 2 reflector -22
-30 32
cell 62 2 outside 21 -16 32 -1
cell 63 2 air -33 21 -15 16

%Coolant channel around assembly.
%Zircaloy 3 casing of assembly (25 mils).
%Void within assembly (55 mils).
%Fuel within assembly (six 3.9"x3.9"x8" blocks stacked 48" high).
%Top Zr spacer (1/4").
%Bottom Zr spacer (1/4").
%Top Zircaloy 3 fuel end-cap (3/32").
%Bottom Zircaloy 3 fuel end-cap (3/32").
%Top Al 6063 reflector cladding bottom end-cap(50 mils).
%Bottom Al 6063 reflector cladding top end-cap(50 mils).
%Top assembly reflector (24").
%Bottom assembly reflector (24").
%Top Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
%Bottom Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
%Top Al 6063 reflector cladding top end-cap(50 mils).
%Bottom Al 6063 reflector cladding bottom end-cap(50 mils).
%Void where the control rod would go through.
%Carbon steel tube.
%Boron-carbide powder compacted to 1.6g/cc.
%Zircaloy follower housing.
%Zircaloy follower.
%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).
%Control rod assembly hole.

% Standard Fuel Assembly %
cell 1 1 coolant 2 -1 -15 16
cell 2 1 zircaloy 3 -2 -7 8
cell 3 1 air 4 -3 -7 8
cell 4 1 fuel -4 -5 6
cell 5 1 zircaloy -4 5 -7
cell 6 1 zircaloy -4 8 -6
cell 7 1 zircaloy -2 7 -9
cell 8 1 zircaloy -2 10 -8
cell 9 1 aluminium -2 9 -11
cell 10 1 aluminium -2 12 -10
cell 11 1 reflector -17 11 -13
cell 12 1 reflector -17 14 -12
cell 13 1 aluminium -2 17 11 -13
cell 14 1 aluminium -2 17 14 -12
cell 15 1 aluminium -2 13 -15
cell 16 1 aluminium -2 16 -14
cell 17 1 outside -16 32 -1

%Coolant channel around assembly.
%Zircaloy 3 casing of assembly (25 mils).
%Void within assembly (55 mils).
%Fuel within assembly (six 3.9"x3.9"x8" blocks stacked 48" high).
%Top Zr spacer (1/4").
%Bottom Zr spacer (1/4").
%Top Zircaloy 3 fuel end-cap (3/32").
%Bottom Zircaloy 3 fuel end-cap (3/32").
%Top Al 6063 reflector cladding bottom end-cap(50 mils).
%Bottom Al 6063 reflector cladding top end-cap(50 mils).
%Top assembly reflector (24").
%Bottom assembly reflector (24").
%Top Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
%Bottom Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
%Top Al 6063 reflector cladding top end-cap(50 mils).
%Bottom Al 6063 reflector cladding bottom end-cap(50 mils).
%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).

% Aluminium Can Dummy Fuel Assembly %
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cell 71 3 coolant 2 -1 -15 16
cell 72 3 aluminium -2 17 -15 16
cell 73 3 reflector -17 -15 16
cell 74 3 outside -16 32 -1

%Coolant channel around assembly.
%Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
%Reflector.
%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).

% Zircaloy Can Dummy Fuel Assembly %
cell 81 4 coolant 2 -1 -15 16
cell 82 4 zircaloy 3 -2 -7 8
cell 83 4 air 4 -3 -7 8
cell 84 4 reflector -4 -5 6
cell 85 4 zircaloy -4 5 -7
cell 86 4 zircaloy -4 8 -6
cell 87 4 zircaloy -2 7 -9
cell 88 4 zircaloy -2 10 -8
cell 89 4 aluminium -2 9 -11
cell 90 4 aluminium -2 12 -10
cell 91 4 reflector -17 11 -13
cell 92 4 reflector -17 14 -12
cell 93 4 aluminium -2 17 11 -13
cell 94 4 aluminium -2 17 14 -12
cell 95 4 aluminium -2 13 -15
cell 96 4 aluminium -2 16 -14
cell 97 4 outside -16 32 -1

%Coolant channel around assembly.
%Zircaloy 3 casing of assembly (25 mils).
%Void within assembly (55 mils).
%Fuel within assembly (six 3.9"x3.9"x8" blocks stacked 48" high).
%Top Zr spacer (1/4").
%Bottom Zr spacer (1/4").
%Top Zircaloy 3 fuel end-cap (3/32").
%Bottom Zircaloy 3 fuel end-cap (3/32").
%Top Al 6063 reflector cladding bottom end-cap(50 mils).
%Bottom Al 6063 reflector cladding top end-cap(50 mils).
%Top assembly reflector (24").
%Bottom assembly reflector (24").
%Top Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
%Bottom Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
%Top Al 6063 reflector cladding top end-cap(50 mils).
%Bottom Al 6063 reflector cladding bottom end-cap(50 mils).
%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).

% Access Hole Fuel Assembly %
% Access Hole Dummy Fuel Assembly %
% Shielding Assembly %
% Thermocouple Fuel Assembly %
% Core %
cell 20 0 outside 15
cell 21 0 outside -32
cell 22 0 outside 20 -15 16
cell 23 0 outside -16 32 18
cell 24 0 fill 10 -18 32 -15
cell 25 0 coolant 18 -19 -15 16
cell 26 0 reflector 19 -20 -15 16

%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).
%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).
%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).
%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).
%Core.
%Air gap between core and reflector. (not sure if there is a air gap)
%Outside reflector.

% --- Lattice --- %
lat 10 1 0 0 19 19 10.16
3333333333333333333
3333333333333333333
3333334444444333333
3333341114111433333
3333411111111143333
3334111211151114333
3341111111111111433
3341121111111211433
3341111111111111433
3341111111111111433
3341111111111111433
3341121111111211433
3341111111111111433
3334111211121114333
3333411111111143333
3333341114111433333
3333334444444333333
3333333333333333333
3333333333333333333
%1=regular fuel assembly
%2=control rod fuel assembly
%3=zircaloy clad reflector assembly
%4=Al clad reflector assembly
%5=CR#1
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%6=CR#2
%135 regular fuel elements
%+ 8 control rod elements
%= approximately 142 regular fuel elements

% --- Material Card --- %
therm gre gre6.00t
mat steel sum rgb <128> <128> <128>
26000.03c 8.51888875e-2
25055.03c 8.46518204e-4

%Steel (Gray)
%Iron
%Manganese

mat poison sum rgb <108> <0> <0>
5010.03c 1.39515714e-2
5011.03c 5.58062855e-2
6012.03c 1.74394642e-2

%BC4 (Dark Red)
%Boron-10
%Boron-11
%Carbon

mat fuel sum moder gre 6012 rgb <187> <138> <23>
92234.03c 9.33150E-08
92235.03c 8.64137E-06
92236.03c 1.85836E-08
92238.03c 5.32131E-07
6012.03c 5.1743518E-02
6000.03c 3.4495678E-02
5010.03c 1.45913E-07
5011.03c 5.83652E-07
26000.03c 1.85516144e-5

%Fuel (Orange)
%U-234
%U-235
%U-236
%U-238
%Carbon
%Carbon
%Boron-10
%Boron-11
%Iron

mat coolant sum
rgb <100> <223> <249>
7014.03c 4.3433e-5
8016.03c 1.0212e-5

%Coolant (Light Blue)
%Nitrogen
%Oxygen

mat air sum
rgb <230> <251> <255>
7014.03c 4.3433e-5
8016.03c 1.0212e-5

%Air Gap (White Blue)
%Nitrogen
%Oxygen

Mat zircaloy sum rgb <128> <0> <255>
26000.03c 0.0001699236
50000.03c 0.000077674
40000.03c 0.08374907

%Zircaloy (Purple)
%Iron
%Tin
%Zirconium

Mat aluminium sum rgb <255> <255> <0>
13027.03c 0.0599572887
26000.03c .0004385235

%Al 6063 (Yellow)
%Aluminium
%Iron

Mat reflector sum moder gre 6012 rgb <139> <87> <58>
6012.03c 0.08374907
5010.03c 3.7105968e-8
5011.03c 1.48423872e-7
26000.03c 1.801745e-5

%Graphite (Brown)
%Carbon
%Boron-10
%Boron-11
%Iron

mat u235 18.95
92235.03c 1

%U-235 foils for flux
%U-235

%--- Mesh Generation --- %
plot 3 2000 2000 [0]
plot 2 2300 1120 [-40.64]
plot 2 2000 2000

% --- Calculation Input --- %
set pop 25000 1000 50 1.0 10
% --- Detector Input --- %

%Will be used to determine axial and radial flux ratios%

ene 1 1 1E-11 0.625E-6

%Detector energy grid (single bin).
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det radialthermal
de 1
dx -96.52 96.52 193
dy -5.08 5.08 2

%Same as detector above but added dz.
%Use energy grid 1. (use de for thermal flux)
%193 bins in x-direction.
%2 bin in y-direction.

det radialfission
dr -6 u235
dx -96.52 96.52 193
dy -5.08 5.08 2

%Same as detector above but added dz.
%Fission rate. (use dr for fission flux)
%193 bins in x-direction.
%2 bin in y-direction.

det axialfission
dr -6 u235
dx -5.08 -5.08 1
dy 5.08 5.08 1
dz -121.92 121.92 245

%One-dimensional mesh (flux distribution).
%Fission rate. (use dr for fission flux)
%1 bins in x-direction. (puts detectors in the channel)
%1 bins in y-direction. (puts detectors in the channel)
%245 bins in z-direction. (nearly 1 every cm)

det axialthermal
de 1
dx -5.08 -5.08 1
dy 5.08 5.08 1
dz -121.92 121.92 245

%One-dimensional mesh (flux distribution).
%Use energy grid 1. (use de for thermal flux)
%1 bins in x-direction. (puts detectors in the channel)
%1 bins in y-direction. (puts detectors in the channel)
%245 bins in z-direction. (nearly 1 every cm)

det gridfission
dr -6 fuel
dx -66.04 66.04 13
dy -66.04 66.04 13
dz -60.96 60.96 13

%One-dimensional mesh (flux distribution).
%Fission rate. (use dr for fission flux)
%13 bins in x-direction.
%13 bins in x-direction.
%13 bins in z-direction.

det gridthermal
de 1
dx -66.04 66.04 13
dy -66.04 66.04 13
dz -60.96 60.96 13

%One-dimensional mesh (flux distribution).
%Use energy grid 1. (use de for thermal flux)
%13 bins in x-direction.
%13 bins in x-direction.
%13 bins in z-direction.cell 1 0 fuel -1

C.5 Revision n
From revision 4 to revision n there were many changes. The number densities
were changed to more closely match those in INL model of TREAT as well as correcting
the zirconium number density in the zircaloy. I had also added a void where the outgas
tubes go as well as a void where the rivets attach the fuel cladding to the reflector
cladding. I had added cladding and void between the fuel and control rods. My lattice
structure was changed to one I believe to be correct. Finally air gaps were added between
the aluminum and reflector in the aluminum reflector assemblies. I this example control
rod 1 is at 30 in.
% --- Treat Rev. n --- %

%133 fuel elements.

% --- Library File Path --- %
set acelib "/Users/serpent//SERPENT2/XSData/sss_endfb7u.xsdata"
set declib "/Users/serpent/SERPENT2/XSData/sss_endfb7.dec"
set nfylib "/Users/serpent/SERPENT2/XSData/sss_endfb7.nfy"
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% --- Surface Card --- %
surf 1 sqc 0 0 5.08
%Assembly including coolant gaps.
surf 2 octa 0 0 5.0292 6.318613
%Surface at the outside edge of the Zr.
surf 3 octa 0 0 4.9657 6.255113
%Surface at the outside edge of the void.
surf 4 octa 0 0 4.826 6.115413
%Surface at the outside edge of the fuel.
surf 5 pz 60.96
%The top of the fuel.
surf 6 pz -60.96
%The bottom of the fuel.
surf 7 pz 61.595
%The top of the top Zr spacer.
surf 8 pz -61.595
%The bottom of the bottom Zr spacer.
surf 9 pz 61.833125
%The top surface between the zircaloy 3 cladding and Al 6063 cladding.
surf 10 pz -61.833125
%The bottom surface between the zircaloy 3 cladding and Al 6063 cladding.
surf 11 pz 61.960125
%The top inside surface between the Al 6063 cladding and graphite reflector.
surf 12 pz -61.960125
%The bottom inside surface between the Al 6063 cladding and graphite reflector.
surf 13 pz 122.920125
%The top outside surface between the Al 6063 cladding and graphite reflector.
surf 14 pz -122.920125
%The bottom outside surface between the Al 6063 cladding and graphite reflector.
surf 15 pz 123.047125
%The top surface of the Al 6063 cladding (top of core).
surf 16 pz -123.047125
%The bottom surface of the Al 6063 cladding (bottom of core).
surf 17 octa 0 0 4.9022 6.191613
%Surface between air gap and Al 6063 cladding of top and bottom reflector.
surf 18 sqc 0 0 96.52
%Outer edge of the core.
surf 19 sqc 0 0 101.6
%Inner edge of the reflector. Outside the 2" air gap.
surf 20 sqc 0 0 162.56
%Outer edge of the reflector.
surf 21 cyl 0 0 2.2225
%Control rod steel tube OD.
surf 22 cyl 0 0 1.905
%Control rod steel tube ID.
surf 23 pz 0
%Bottom of the control rod 1.
surf 24 pz -152.4
%Surface between poison and zircaloy follower of control rod 1.
%surf 25 pz -381.873125
%Top of the control rod 1
surf 26 pz -77.073125
%Bottom of the control rod 2.
surf 27 pz -229.473125
Surface between poison and zircaloy follower of control rod 2.
%surf 28 pz -381.873125
%Top of the control rod 2.
surf 29 pz -77.073125
%Bottom of SD control rod.
surf 30 pz -229.473125
%Surface between poison and zircaloy follower of SD control rod.
%surf 31 pz -381.873125
%Top of SD control rod.
surf 32 pz -381.873125
%Top of control rods. (To simplify outside boundary conditions all control rods
will extend here.)
surf 33 cyl 0 0 2.54
%Control rod assembly hole ANL-6173 pg 12.
surf 34 cyl 0 0 2.8575
%ID of control rod fuel cladding. The cladding between the fuel and the control
rod. (From INL model-surf 477)
surf 35 cyl 0 0 2.9591
%OD of control rod fuel cladding. The cladding between the fuel and the control
rod. (From INL model-surf 472)
surf 36 cyl 0 0 .9525
%Outgas tube. (INL model-surf 300)
surf 37 pz 83.423125
%Top of outgas tube. (INL model-surf 301)
surf 38 sqc 0 0 4.1656
%Square section of top and bottom reflectors. (INL model-surf 200)
surf 39 octa 0 0 4.8006 6.020723628
%Surface between reflector and air gap of top and bottom reflector. (INL modelsurf 201)
%surf 40
surf 41 pz 70.246875
%Top reflector transition from octahedral to cuboid. (INL model-surf 250)
surf 42 pz -70.246875
%Bottom reflector transition from octahedral to cuboid. (INL model-surf 250)

% --- Cell Card --- %
% Control Rod 1 %
cell 141 5 coolant 2 -1 -15 16
cell 142 5 zircaloy 3 -2 -7 8
cell 143 5 air 4 -3 -7 8
cell 144 5 fuel 35 -4 -5 6
cell 145 5 zircaloy 33 -4 5 -7
cell 146 5 zircaloy 33 -4 8 -6
cell 147 5 zircaloy 33 -2 7 -9
cell 148 5 zircaloy 33 -2 10 -8
cell 149 5 aluminium 33 -2 9 -11
cell 150 5 aluminium 33 -2 12 -10
cell 151 5 reflector 33 -39 41 -13
cell 152 5 reflector 33 -39 14 -42
cell 153 5 aluminium -2 17 11 -13
cell 154 5 aluminium -2 17 14 -12
cell 155 5 aluminium 33 -2 13 -15

%Coolant channel around assembly.
%Zircaloy 3 casing of assembly (25 mils).
%Void within assembly (55 mils).
%Fuel within assembly (six 3.9"x3.9"x8" blocks stacked 48" high).
%Top Zr spacer (1/4").
%Bottom Zr spacer (1/4").
%Top Zircaloy 3 fuel end-cap (3/32").
%Bottom Zircaloy 3 fuel end-cap (3/32").
%Top Al 6063 reflector cladding bottom end-cap(50 mils).
%Bottom Al 6063 reflector cladding top end-cap(50 mils).
%Top assembly reflector (24").
%Bottom assembly reflector (24").
%Top Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
%Bottom Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
%Top Al 6063 reflector cladding top end-cap(50 mils).
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cell 156 5 aluminium 33 -2 16 -14
cell 157 5 air -21 23 -15
cell 158 5 steel -21 22 -23 24
cell 159 5 poison -22 -23 24
cell 160 5 zircaloy -21 22 -24 32
cell 161 5 reflector -22 -24 32
cell 162 5 outside 21 -16 32 -1
cell 163 5 air -33 21 -15 16
cell 164 5 air -35 34 -5 6
cell 165 5 zircaloy -34 33 -5 6
cell 166 5 air 39 -17 11 -13
cell 167 5 air 39 -17 -12 14
cell 168 5 reflector 33 -38 11 -41
cell 169 5 air 38 -39 11 -41
cell 170 5 reflector 33 -38 -12 42
cell 171 5 air 38 -39 -12 42

%Bottom Al 6063 reflector cladding bottom end-cap(50 mils).
%Void where the control rod would go through.
%Control rod poison carbon steel housing.
%Control rod poison.
%Control rod zircaloy follower housing.
%Control rod zircaloy follower.
%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).
%Control rod assembly hole.
%Void between fuel and cladding (wraps around control rod).
%Fuel cladding (wraps around control rod).
%Top reflector air gap between reflector and Al.
%Bottom reflector air gap between reflector and Al.
%Top reflector square portion.
%Top reflector air gap between reflector and Al in the square portion.
%Bottom reflector square portion.
%Bottom reflector air gap between reflector and Al in the square portion.

% Control Rod 2 %
cell 241 6 coolant 2 -1 -15 16
cell 242 6 zircaloy 3 -2 -7 8
cell 243 6 air 4 -3 -7 8
cell 244 6 fuel 35 -4 -5 6
cell 245 6 zircaloy 33 -4 5 -7
cell 246 6 zircaloy 33 -4 8 -6
cell 247 6 zircaloy 33 -2 7 -9
cell 248 6 zircaloy 33 -2 10 -8
cell 249 6 aluminium 33 -2 9 -11
cell 250 6 aluminium 33 -2 12 -10
cell 251 6 reflector 33 -39 41 -13
cell 252 6 reflector 33 -39 14 -42
cell 253 6 aluminium -2 17 11 -13
cell 254 6 aluminium -2 17 14 -12
cell 255 6 aluminium 33 -2 13 -15
cell 256 6 aluminium 33 -2 16 -14
cell 257 6 air -21 26 -15
cell 258 6 steel -21 22 -26 27
cell 259 6 poison -22 -26 27
cell 260 6 zircaloy -21 22 -27 32
cell 261 6 reflector -22 -27 32
cell 262 6 outside 21 -16 32 -1
cell 263 6 air -33 21 -15 16
cell 264 6 air -35 34 -5 6
cell 265 6 zircaloy -34 33 -5 6
cell 266 6 air 39 -17 11 -13
cell 267 6 air 39 -17 -12 14
cell 268 6 reflector 33 -38 11 -41
cell 269 6 air 38 -39 11 -41
cell 270 6 reflector 33 -38 -12 42
cell 271 6 air 38 -39 -12 42

%Coolant channel around assembly.
%Zircaloy 3 casing of assembly (25 mils).
%Void within assembly (55 mils).
%Fuel within assembly (six 3.9"x3.9"x8" blocks stacked 48" high).
%Top Zr spacer (1/4").
%Bottom Zr spacer (1/4").
%Top Zircaloy 3 fuel end-cap (3/32").
%Bottom Zircaloy 3 fuel end-cap (3/32").
%Top Al 6063 reflector cladding bottom end-cap(50 mils).
%Bottom Al 6063 reflector cladding top end-cap(50 mils).
%Top assembly reflector (24").
%Bottom assembly reflector (24").
%Top Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
%Bottom Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
%Top Al 6063 reflector cladding top end-cap(50 mils).
%Bottom Al 6063 reflector cladding bottom end-cap(50 mils).
%Void where the control rod would go through.
%Control rod poison carbon steel housing.
%Control rod poison.
%Control rod zircaloy follower housing.
%Control rod zircaloy follower.
%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).
%Control rod assembly hole.
%Void between fuel and cladding (wraps around control rod).
%Fuel cladding (wraps around control rod).
%Top reflector air gap between reflector and Al.
%Bottom reflector air gap between reflector and Al.
%Top reflector square portion.
%Top reflector air gap between reflector and Al in the square portion.
%Bottom reflector square portion.
%Bottom reflector air gap between reflector and Al in the square portion.

% Shutdown Control Rod Fuel Assembly %
cell 41 2 coolant 2 -1 -15 16
%Coolant channel around assembly.
cell 42 2 zircaloy 3 -2 -7 8
%Zircaloy 3 casing of assembly (25 mils).
cell 43 2 air 4 -3 -7 8
%Void within assembly (55 mils).
cell 44 2 fuel 35 -4 -5 6
%Fuel within assembly (six 3.9"x3.9"x8" blocks stacked 48" high).
cell 45 2 zircaloy 33 -4 5 -7
%Top Zr spacer (1/4").
cell 46 2 zircaloy 33 -4 8 -6
%Bottom Zr spacer (1/4").
cell 47 2 zircaloy 33 -2 7 -9
%Top Zircaloy 3 fuel end-cap (3/32").
cell 48 2 zircaloy 33 -2 10 -8
%Bottom Zircaloy 3 fuel end-cap (3/32").
cell 49 2 aluminium 33 -2 9 -11
%Top Al 6063 reflector cladding bottom end-cap(50 mils).
cell 50 2 aluminium 33 -2 12 -10
%Bottom Al 6063 reflector cladding top end-cap(50 mils).
cell 51 2 reflector 33 -39 41 -13
%Top assembly reflector (24").
cell 52 2 reflector 33 -39 14 -42
%Bottom assembly reflector (24").
cell 53 2 aluminium -2 17 11 -13
%Top Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
cell 54 2 aluminium -2 17 14 -12
%Bottom Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
cell 55 2 aluminium 33 -2 13 -15
%Top Al 6063 reflector cladding top end-cap(50 mils).
cell 56 2 aluminium 33 -2 16 -14
%Bottom Al 6063 reflector cladding bottom end-cap(50 mils).
cell 57 2 air -21 29 -15
%Void where the control rod would go through.
cell 58 2 steel -21 22 -29 30
%Carbon steel tube.
cell 59 2 poison -22 -29 30
%Boron-carbide powder compacted to 1.6g/cc.
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cell 60 2 zircaloy -21 22 -30 32
cell 61 2 reflector -22 -30 32
cell 62 2 outside 21 -16 32 -1
cell 63 2 air -33 21 -15 16
cell 64 2 air -35 34 -5 6
cell 65 2 zircaloy -34 33 -5 6
cell 66 2 air 39 -17 11 -13
cell 67 2 air 39 -17 -12 14
cell 68 2 reflector 33 -38 11 -41
cell 69 2 air 38 -39 11 -41
cell 70 2 reflector 33 -38 -12 42
cell 71 2 air 38 -39 -12 42

%Zircaloy follower housing.
%Zircaloy follower.
%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).
%Control rod assembly hole.
%Void between fuel and cladding (wraps around control rod).
%Fuel cladding (wraps around control rod).
%Top reflector air gap between reflector and Al.
%Bottom reflector air gap between reflector and Al.
%Top reflector square portion.
%Top reflector air gap between reflector and Al in the square portion.
%Bottom reflector square portion.
%Bottom reflector air gap between reflector and Al in the square portion.

% Standard Fuel Assembly %
cell 1 1 coolant 2 -1 -15 16
cell 2 1 zircaloy 3 -2 -7 8
cell 3 1 air 4 -3 -7 8
cell 4 1 fuel -4 -5 6
cell 5 1 zircaloy -4 5 -7
cell 6 1 zircaloy -4 8 -6
cell 7 1 zircaloy -2 7 -9
cell 8 1 zircaloy -2 10 -8
cell 9 1 aluminium -2 36 9 -11
cell 10 1 aluminium -2 12 -10
cell 11 1 reflector -39 37 -13
cell 12 1 reflector -39 14 -42
cell 13 1 aluminium -2 17 11 -13
cell 14 1 aluminium -2 17 14 -12
cell 15 1 aluminium -2 13 -15
cell 16 1 aluminium -2 16 -14
cell 17 1 outside -16 32 -1
cell 18 1 air -36 9 -37
cell 19 1 air 39 -17 11 -13
cell 20 1 air 39 -17 -12 14
cell 21 1 reflector -39 36 41 -37
cell 22 1 reflector -38 36 11 -41
cell 23 1 air 38 -39 11 -41
cell 24 1 reflector -38 42 -12
cell 25 1 air 38 -39 42 -12

%Coolant channel around assembly.
%Zircaloy 3 casing of assembly (25 mils).
%Void within assembly (55 mils).
%Fuel within assembly (six 3.9"x3.9"x8" blocks stacked 48" high).
%Top Zr spacer (1/4").
%Bottom Zr spacer (1/4").
%Top Zircaloy 3 fuel end-cap (3/32").
%Bottom Zircaloy 3 fuel end-cap (3/32").
%Top Al 6063 reflector cladding bottom end-cap(50 mils).
%Bottom Al 6063 reflector cladding top end-cap(50 mils).
%Top assembly reflector (24").
%Bottom assembly reflector (24").
%Top Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
%Bottom Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
%Top Al 6063 reflector cladding top end-cap(50 mils).
%Bottom Al 6063 reflector cladding bottom end-cap(50 mils).
%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).
%Outgas Tube.
%Top reflector air gap between reflector and Al.
%Bottom reflector air gap between reflector and Al.
%Top reflector octahedral portion with outgas tube.
%Top reflector square portion with outgas tube.
%Top reflector air gap between reflector and Al in the square portion.
%Bottom reflector square portion.
%Bottom reflector air gap between reflector and Al in the square portion.

% Aluminium Can Dummy Fuel Assembly %
cell 75 3 coolant 2 -1 -15 16
%Coolant channel around assembly.
cell 76 3 aluminium -2 17 -13 14
%Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
cell 77 3 reflector -39 -13 14
%Reflector.
cell 78 3 outside -16 32 -1
%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).
cell 79 3 air -17 39 -13 14
%Air gap between reflector and Al cladding.
cell 80 3 aluminium -2 13 -15
%Top Al 6063 reflector cladding top end-cap(50 mils).
cell 81 3 aluminium -2 16 -14
%Bottom Al 6063 reflector cladding bottom end-cap(50 mils).
% Zircaloy Can Dummy Fuel Assembly %
cell 101 4 coolant 2 -1 -15 16
%Coolant channel around assembly.
cell 102 4 zircaloy 3 -2 -7 8
%Zircaloy 3 casing of assembly (25 mils).
cell 103 4 air 4 -3 -7 8
%Void within assembly (55 mils).
cell 104 4 reflector -4 -5 6
%Fuel within assembly (six 3.9"x3.9"x8" blocks stacked 48" high).
cell 105 4 zircaloy -4 5 -7
%Top Zr spacer (1/4").
cell 106 4 zircaloy -4 8 -6
%Bottom Zr spacer (1/4").
cell 107 4 zircaloy -2 7 -9
%Top Zircaloy 3 fuel end-cap (3/32").
cell 108 4 zircaloy -2 10 -8
%Bottom Zircaloy 3 fuel end-cap (3/32").
cell 109 4 aluminium -2 9 -11
%Top Al 6063 reflector cladding bottom end-cap(50 mils).
cell 110 4 aluminium -2 12 -10
%Bottom Al 6063 reflector cladding top end-cap(50 mils).
cell 111 4 reflector -39 41 -13
%Top assembly reflector (24").
cell 112 4 reflector -39 14 -42
%Bottom assembly reflector (24").
cell 113 4 aluminium -2 17 11 -13
%Top Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
cell 114 4 aluminium -2 17 14 -12
%Bottom Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
cell 115 4 aluminium -2 13 -15
%Top Al 6063 reflector cladding top end-cap(50 mils).
cell 116 4 aluminium -2 16 -14
%Bottom Al 6063 reflector cladding bottom end-cap(50 mils).
cell 117 4 outside -16 32 -1
%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).
cell 118 4 air 39 -17 11 -13
%Top reflector air gap between reflector and Al.
cell 119 4 air 39 -17 -12 14
%Bottom reflector air gap between reflector and Al.
cell 120 4 reflector -38 11 -41
%Top reflector square portion.
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cell 121 4 air 38 -39 11 -41
cell 122 4 reflector -38 -12 42
cell 123 4 air 38 -39 -12 42

%Top reflector air gap between reflector and Al in the square portion.
%Bottom reflector square portion.
%Bottom reflector air gap between reflector and Al in the square portion.

% Access Hole Fuel Assembly %
% Access Hole Dummy Fuel Assembly %
% Shielding Assembly %
% Thermocouple Fuel Assembly %
% Core %
cell 30 0 outside 15
cell 31 0 outside -32
cell 32 0 outside 20 -15 16
cell 33 0 outside -16 32 18
cell 34 0 fill 10 -18 32 -15
cell 35 0 coolant 18 -19 -15 16
cell 36 0 reflector 19 -20 -15 16

%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).
%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).
%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).
%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).
%Core.
%Air gap between core and reflector. (not sure if there is a air gap)
%Outside reflector.

% --- Lattice --- %
lat 10 1 0 0 19 19 10.16
3333333333333333333
3333333333333333333
3333334443444333333
3333341114111433333
3333411111111143333
3334111211151114333
3341111111111111433
3341121111111211433
3341111111111111433
3334111111111114333
3341111111111111433
3341121111111211433
3341111111111111433
3334111211121114333
3333411111111143333
3333341114111433333
3333334443444333333
3333333333333333333
3333333333333333333
%1=regular fuel assembly
%2=control rod fuel assembly
%3=zircaloy clad reflector assembly
%4=Al clad reflector assembly
%5=CR#1
%6=CR#2
%135 regular fuel elements
%+ 8 control rod elements
%= approximately 142 regular fuel elements

% --- Material Card --- %
therm gre gre6.00t
mat steel sum rgb <128> <128> <128>
26000.03c 8.51888875e-2
25055.03c 8.46518204e-4

%Steel (Gray)
%Iron
%Manganese

mat poison sum rgb <108> <0> <0>
5010.03c 1.5567E-02
5011.03c 6.2660E-02
6000.03c 1.9557E-02

%BC4 (Dark Red)
%Boron-10
%Boron-11
%Carbon

mat fuel sum moder gre 6012 rgb <197> <92> <23>

%Fuel (Orange)
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92234.03c 9.33150E-08
92235.03c 8.64137E-06
92236.03c 1.85836E-08
92238.03c 5.32131E-07
6012.03c 5.08811256E-02
6000.03c 3.53580703E-02
5010.03c 1.45913E-07
5011.03c 5.83652E-07
26000.03c 1.85516144e-5
23000.03c 6.1354E-07
8016.03c 1.8590E-05

%U-234
%U-235
%U-236
%U-238
%Graphite
%Free Carbon
%Boron-10
%Boron-11
%Iron
%Vanadium
%Oxygen

mat coolant sum
rgb <100> <223> <249>
7014.03c 4.3433e-5
8016.03c 1.0212e-5

%Coolant (Light Blue)
%Nitrogen
%Oxygen

mat air sum rgb <230> <251> <255>
7014.03c 4.3433e-5
8016.03c 1.0212e-5

%Air Gap (White Blue)
%Nitrogen
%Oxygen

Mat zircaloy sum rgb <128> <0> <255>
26000.03c 0.0001699236
50000.03c 0.000077674
40000.03c 4.2084792E-02
7014.03c 1.4266E-05
8016.03c 2.2604E-04
1001.03c 8.5822E-05
5010.03c 3.6192E-08
5011.03c 1.4568E-07
3006.03c 2.1501E-08
21045.03c 4.3737E-06
47000.03c 5.468400E-06
49000.03c 2.397450E-07

%Zircaloy (Purple)
%Iron
%Tin
%Zirconium
%Nitrogen
%Oxygen
%Hydrogen
%Boron-10
%Boron-11
%Lithium
%Scandium
%Gold
%Indium

Mat aluminium sum rgb <255> <255> <0>
13027.03c 0.0599572887
26000.03c .0004385235
22000.03c 1.654383E-05
25055.03c 1.4716E-05
14000.03c 2.302895E-04
12000.03c 4.490570E-04
24000.03c 1.554861E-05
22000.03c 1.654383E-05
27059.03c 6.8592E-06

%Al 6063 (Yellow)
%Aluminium
%Iron
%Titanium
%Manganese
%Silicone
%Magnesium
%Chromium
%Titanium
%Cobalt

Mat reflector sum moder gre 6012 rgb <46> <50> <107>
6012.03c 0.08374907
5010.03c 3.7105968e-8
5011.03c 1.48423872e-7
26000.03c 1.801745e-5
22000.03c 2.521180E-07
23000.03c 2.3690E-06
3006.03c 7.3682E-09
1001.03c 2.2327E-05
8016.03c 1.1161E-05
73181.03c 2.7790E-07
22000.03c 2.521180E-07
28000.03c 2.398884E-08

%Graphite (Blue)
%Graphite
%Boron-10
%Boron-11
%Iron
%Titanium
%Vanadium
%Lithium
%Hydrogen
%Oxygen
%Tantalum
%Titanium
%Nickel

mat test sum rgb 255 0 128
7014.03c 4.3433e-5

%Test regions (Hot Pink)
%Nitrogen

%--- Mesh Generation --- %
%plot 3 5000 5000 [130.823]
%plot 3 5000 5000 [80.823]
%plot 3 1000 1000 [0]
%plot 3 5000 5000 [-80.823]
%plot 3 2000 2000 [-54.97]
%plot 2 8300 3920 [-40.64]
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plot 2 8000 4000 [-42.818]
mesh 2 3150 2460
mesh 3 2000 2000 [0]

% --- Calculation Input --- %
set pop 70000 300 50 1.0 10

C.6 Revision p
The most recent revision I have made is p. In this revision I changed the
orientation of the control rods so that a reflector runs through the core when the rods are
withdrawn and they are inserted from above (except the transient rod). I also returned to
the number densities I had calculated using ANL-6174. In this example it can be seen that
I used “set his 1” in order to check fission source convergence.
% --- Treat Rev. p --- %

%133 fuel elements.

% --- Library File Path --- %
set acelib "/Users/serpent//SERPENT2/XSData/sss_endfb7u.xsdata"
set declib "/Users/serpent/SERPENT2/XSData/sss_endfb7.dec"
set nfylib "/Users/serpent/SERPENT2/XSData/sss_endfb7.nfy"

% --- Surface Card --- %
surf 1 sqc 0 0 5.08
%Assembly including coolant gaps.
surf 2 octa 0 0 5.0292 6.318613
%Surface at the outside edge of the Zr.
surf 3 octa 0 0 4.9657 6.255113
%Surface at the outside edge of the void.
surf 4 octa 0 0 4.826 6.115413
%Surface at the outside edge of the fuel.
surf 5 pz 60.96
%The top of the fuel.
surf 6 pz -60.96
%The bottom of the fuel.
surf 7 pz 61.595
%The top of the top Zr spacer.
surf 8 pz -61.595
%The bottom of the bottom Zr spacer.
surf 9 pz 61.833125
%The top surface between the zircaloy 3 cladding and Al 6063 cladding.
surf 10 pz -61.833125
%The bottom surface between the zircaloy 3 cladding and Al 6063 cladding.
surf 11 pz 61.960125
%The top inside surface between the Al 6063 cladding and graphite reflector.
surf 12 pz -61.960125
%The bottom inside surface between the Al 6063 cladding and graphite reflector.
surf 13 pz 122.920125
%The top outside surface between the Al 6063 cladding and graphite reflector.
surf 14 pz -122.920125
%The bottom outside surface between the Al 6063 cladding and graphite reflector.
surf 15 pz 123.047125
%The top surface of the Al 6063 cladding (top of core).
surf 16 pz -123.047125
%The bottom surface of the Al 6063 cladding (bottom of core).
surf 17 octa 0 0 4.9022 6.191613
%Surface between air gap and Al 6063 cladding of top and bottom reflector.
surf 18 sqc 0 0 96.52
%Outer edge of the core.
surf 19 sqc 0 0 101.6
%Inner edge of the reflector. Outside the 2" air gap.
surf 20 sqc 0 0 162.56
%Outer edge of the reflector.
surf 21 cyl 0 0 2.2225
%Control rod steel tube OD.
surf 22 cyl 0 0 1.905
%Control rod steel tube ID.
surf 23 pz 228.6
%Top of the control rod 1.
surf 24 pz 76.2
%Surface between poison and zircaloy follower of control rod 1.
surf 25 pz -76.2
%Surface between zircaloy follower and steel follower of control rod 1.
surf 26 pz 228.6
%Top of the control rod 2.
surf 27 pz 76.2
%Surface between poison and zircaloy follower of control rod 2.
surf 28 pz -76.2
%Surface between zircaloy follower and steel follower of control rod 2.
surf 29 pz 228.6
%Top of SD control rod.
surf 30 pz 76.2
%Surface between poison and zircaloy follower of SD control rod.
surf 31 pz -76.2
%Surface between zircaloy follower and steel follower of SD control rod.
surf 32 pz -228.6
%Bottom boundary condition.
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surf 33 cyl 0 0 2.54
surf 34 cyl 0 0 2.8575
rod. (From INL model-surf 477)
surf 35 cyl 0 0 2.9591
rod. (From INL model-surf 472)
surf 36 cyl 0 0 .9525
surf 37 pz 83.423125
surf 38 sqc 0 0 4.1656
surf 39 octa 0 0 4.8006 6.020723628
surf 201)
surf 40 pz 228.6
surf 41 pz 70.246875
surf 42 pz -70.246875

%Control rod assembly hole ANL-6173 pg 12.
%ID of control rod fuel cladding. The cladding between the fuel and the control
%OD of control rod fuel cladding. The cladding between the fuel and the control
%Outgas tube. (INL model-surf 300)
%Top of outgas tube. (INL model-surf 301)
%Square section of top and bottom reflectors. (INL model-surf 200)
%Surface between reflector and air gap of top and bottom reflector. (INL model%Top boundary condition.
%Top reflector transition from octahedral to cuboid. (INL model-surf 250)
%Bottom reflector transition from octahedral to cuboid. (INL model-surf 250)

% --- Cell Card --- %
% Control Rod 1 %
cell 141 5 coolant 2 -1 -15 16
cell 142 5 zircaloy 3 -2 -7 8
cell 143 5 air 4 -3 -7 8
cell 144 5 fuel 35 -4 -5 6
cell 145 5 zircaloy 33 -4 5 -7
cell 146 5 zircaloy 33 -4 8 -6
cell 147 5 zircaloy 33 -2 7 -9
cell 148 5 zircaloy 33 -2 10 -8
cell 149 5 aluminium 33 -2 9 -11
cell 150 5 aluminium 33 -2 12 -10
cell 151 5 reflector 33 -39 41 -13
cell 152 5 reflector 33 -39 14 -42
cell 153 5 aluminium -2 17 11 -13
cell 154 5 aluminium -2 17 14 -12
cell 155 5 aluminium 33 -2 13 -15
cell 156 5 aluminium 33 -2 16 -14
cell 157 5 air -21 23
cell 158 5 steel -21 22 -23 24
cell 159 5 poison -22 -23 24
cell 160 5 zircaloy -21 22 -24 25
cell 161 5 reflector -22 -24 25
cell 162 5 steel -21 22 -25 32
cell 163 5 reflector -22 -25 32
cell 164 5 outside 21 -16 32 -1
cell 165 5 outside 21 15
cell 166 5 air -33 21 -15 16
cell 167 5 air -35 34 -5 6
cell 168 5 zircaloy -34 33 -5 6
cell 169 5 air 39 -17 11 -13
cell 170 5 air 39 -17 -12 14
cell 171 5 reflector 33 -38 11 -41
cell 172 5 air 38 -39 11 -41
cell 173 5 reflector 33 -38 -12 42
cell 174 5 air 38 -39 -12 42
% Control Rod 2 %
cell 241 6 coolant 2 -1 -15 16
cell 242 6 zircaloy 3 -2 -7 8
cell 243 6 air 4 -3 -7 8
cell 244 6 fuel 35 -4 -5 6
cell 245 6 zircaloy 33 -4 5 -7
cell 246 6 zircaloy 33 -4 8 -6
cell 247 6 zircaloy 33 -2 7 -9
cell 248 6 zircaloy 33 -2 10 -8
cell 249 6 aluminium 33 -2 9 -11
cell 250 6 aluminium 33 -2 12 -10
cell 251 6 reflector 33 -39 41 -13
cell 252 6 reflector 33 -39 14 -42
cell 253 6 aluminium -2 17 11 -13
cell 254 6 aluminium -2 17 14 -12
cell 255 6 aluminium 33 -2 13 -15
cell 256 6 aluminium 33 -2 16 -14

%Coolant channel around assembly.
%Zircaloy 3 casing of assembly (25 mils).
%Void within assembly (55 mils).
%Fuel within assembly (six 3.9"x3.9"x8" blocks stacked 48" high).
%Top Zr spacer (1/4").
%Bottom Zr spacer (1/4").
%Top Zircaloy 3 fuel end-cap (3/32").
%Bottom Zircaloy 3 fuel end-cap (3/32").
%Top Al 6063 reflector cladding bottom end-cap(50 mils).
%Bottom Al 6063 reflector cladding top end-cap(50 mils).
%Top assembly reflector (24").
%Bottom assembly reflector (24").
%Top Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
%Bottom Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
%Top Al 6063 reflector cladding top end-cap(50 mils).
%Bottom Al 6063 reflector cladding bottom end-cap(50 mils).
%Void where the control rod would go through.
%Control rod poison carbon steel housing.
%Control rod poison.
%Control rod zircaloy follower housing.
%Control rod zircaloy follower reflector.
%Control rod steel follower housing.
%Control rod steel follower reflector.
%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).
%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).
%Control rod assembly hole.
%Void between fuel and cladding (wraps around control rod).
%Fuel cladding (wraps around control rod).
%Top reflector air gap between reflector and Al.
%Bottom reflector air gap between reflector and Al.
%Top reflector square portion.
%Top reflector air gap between reflector and Al in the square portion.
%Bottom reflector square portion.
%Bottom reflector air gap between reflector and Al in the square portion.

%Coolant channel around assembly.
%Zircaloy 3 casing of assembly (25 mils).
%Void within assembly (55 mils).
%Fuel within assembly (six 3.9"x3.9"x8" blocks stacked 48" high).
%Top Zr spacer (1/4").
%Bottom Zr spacer (1/4").
%Top Zircaloy 3 fuel end-cap (3/32").
%Bottom Zircaloy 3 fuel end-cap (3/32").
%Top Al 6063 reflector cladding bottom end-cap(50 mils).
%Bottom Al 6063 reflector cladding top end-cap(50 mils).
%Top assembly reflector (24").
%Bottom assembly reflector (24").
%Top Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
%Bottom Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
%Top Al 6063 reflector cladding top end-cap(50 mils).
%Bottom Al 6063 reflector cladding bottom end-cap(50 mils).
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cell 257 6 air -21 26
cell 258 6 steel -21 22 -26 27
cell 259 6 poison -22 -26 27
cell 260 6 zircaloy -21 22 -27 28
cell 261 6 reflector -22 -27 28
cell 262 6 steel -21 22 -28 32
cell 263 6 reflector -22 -28 32
cell 264 6 outside 21 -16 32 -1
cell 265 6 outside 21 15
cell 266 6 air -33 21 -15 16
cell 267 6 air -35 34 -5 6
cell 268 6 zircaloy -34 33 -5 6
cell 269 6 air 39 -17 11 -13
cell 270 6 air 39 -17 -12 14
cell 271 6 reflector 33 -38 11 -41
cell 272 6 air 38 -39 11 -41
cell 273 6 reflector 33 -38 -12 42
cell 274 6 air 38 -39 -12 42

%Void where the control rod would go through.
%Control rod poison carbon steel housing.
%Control rod poison.
%Control rod zircaloy follower housing.
%Control rod zircaloy follower reflector.
%Control rod steel follower housing.
%Control rod steel follower reflector.
%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).
%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).
%Control rod assembly hole.
%Void between fuel and cladding (wraps around control rod).
%Fuel cladding (wraps around control rod).
%Top reflector air gap between reflector and Al.
%Bottom reflector air gap between reflector and Al.
%Top reflector square portion.
%Top reflector air gap between reflector and Al in the square portion.
%Bottom reflector square portion.
%Bottom reflector air gap between reflector and Al in the square portion.

% Shutdown Control Rod Fuel Assembly %
cell 41 2 coolant 2 -1 -15 16
%Coolant channel around assembly.
cell 42 2 zircaloy 3 -2 -7 8
%Zircaloy 3 casing of assembly (25 mils).
cell 43 2 air 4 -3 -7 8
%Void within assembly (55 mils).
cell 44 2 fuel 35 -4 -5 6
%Fuel within assembly (six 3.9"x3.9"x8" blocks stacked 48" high).
cell 45 2 zircaloy 33 -4 5 -7
%Top Zr spacer (1/4").
cell 46 2 zircaloy 33 -4 8 -6
%Bottom Zr spacer (1/4").
cell 47 2 zircaloy 33 -2 7 -9
%Top Zircaloy 3 fuel end-cap (3/32").
cell 48 2 zircaloy 33 -2 10 -8
%Bottom Zircaloy 3 fuel end-cap (3/32").
cell 49 2 aluminium 33 -2 9 -11
%Top Al 6063 reflector cladding bottom end-cap(50 mils).
cell 50 2 aluminium 33 -2 12 -10
%Bottom Al 6063 reflector cladding top end-cap(50 mils).
cell 51 2 reflector 33 -39 41 -13
%Top assembly reflector (24").
cell 52 2 reflector 33 -39 14 -42
%Bottom assembly reflector (24").
cell 53 2 aluminium -2 17 11 -13
%Top Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
cell 54 2 aluminium -2 17 14 -12
%Bottom Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
cell 55 2 aluminium 33 -2 13 -15
%Top Al 6063 reflector cladding top end-cap(50 mils).
cell 56 2 aluminium 33 -2 16 -14
%Bottom Al 6063 reflector cladding bottom end-cap(50 mils).
cell 57 2 air -21 29
%Void where the control rod would go through.
cell 58 2 steel -21 22 -29 30
%Carbon steel tube.
cell 59 2 poison -22 -29 30
%Boron-carbide powder compacted to 1.6g/cc.
cell 60 2 zircaloy -21 22 -30 31
%Control rod Zircaloy follower housing.
cell 61 2 reflector -22
-30 31
%Control rod Zircaloy follower reflector.
cell 62 2 steel -21 22 -31 32
%Control rod steel follower housing.
cell 63 2 reflector -22 -31 32
%Control rod steel follower reflector.
cell 64 2 outside 21 -16 32 -1
%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).
cell 65 2 outside 21 15
%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).
cell 66 2 air -33 21 -15 16
%Control rod assembly hole.
cell 67 2 air -35 34 -5 6
%Void between fuel and cladding (wraps around control rod).
cell 68 2 zircaloy -34 33 -5 6
%Fuel cladding (wraps around control rod).
cell 69 2 air 39 -17 11 -13
%Top reflector air gap between reflector and Al.
cell 70 2 air 39 -17 -12 14
%Bottom reflector air gap between reflector and Al.
cell 71 2 reflector 33 -38 11 -41
%Top reflector square portion.
cell 72 2 air 38 -39 11 -41
%Top reflector air gap between reflector and Al in the square portion.
cell 73 2 reflector 33 -38 -12 42
%Bottom reflector square portion.
cell 74 2 air 38 -39 -12 42
%Bottom reflector air gap between reflector and Al in the square portion.
% Standard Fuel Assembly %
cell 1 1 coolant 2 -1 -15 16
cell 2 1 zircaloy 3 -2 -7 8
cell 3 1 air 4 -3 -7 8
cell 4 1 fuel -4 -5 6
cell 5 1 zircaloy -4 5 -7
cell 6 1 zircaloy -4 8 -6
cell 7 1 zircaloy -2 7 -9
cell 8 1 zircaloy -2 10 -8
cell 9 1 aluminium -2 36 9 -11
cell 10 1 aluminium -2 12 -10
cell 11 1 reflector -39 37 -13
cell 12 1 reflector -39 14 -42
cell 13 1 aluminium -2 17 11 -13
cell 14 1 aluminium -2 17 14 -12

%Coolant channel around assembly.
%Zircaloy 3 casing of assembly (25 mils).
%Void within assembly (55 mils).
%Fuel within assembly (six 3.9"x3.9"x8" blocks stacked 48" high).
%Top Zr spacer (1/4").
%Bottom Zr spacer (1/4").
%Top Zircaloy 3 fuel end-cap (3/32").
%Bottom Zircaloy 3 fuel end-cap (3/32").
%Top Al 6063 reflector cladding bottom end-cap(50 mils).
%Bottom Al 6063 reflector cladding top end-cap(50 mils).
%Top assembly reflector (24").
%Bottom assembly reflector (24").
%Top Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
%Bottom Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
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cell 15 1 aluminium -2 13 -15
cell 16 1 aluminium -2 16 -14
cell 17 1 outside -16 32 -1
cell 18 1 air -36 9 -37
cell 19 1 air 39 -17 11 -13
cell 20 1 air 39 -17 -12 14
cell 21 1 reflector -39 36 41 -37
cell 22 1 reflector -38 36 11 -41
cell 23 1 air 38 -39 11 -41
cell 24 1 reflector -38 42 -12
cell 25 1 air 38 -39 42 -12
cell 26 1 outside 15

%Top Al 6063 reflector cladding top end-cap(50 mils).
%Bottom Al 6063 reflector cladding bottom end-cap(50 mils).
%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).
%Outgas Tube.
%Top reflector air gap between reflector and Al.
%Bottom reflector air gap between reflector and Al.
%Top reflector octahedral portion with outgas tube.
%Top reflector square portion with outgas tube.
%Top reflector air gap between reflector and Al in the square portion.
%Bottom reflector square portion.
%Bottom reflector air gap between reflector and Al in the square portion.
%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).

% Aluminium Can Dummy Fuel Assembly %
cell 75 3 coolant 2 -1 -15 16
cell 76 3 aluminium -2 17 -13 14
cell 77 3 reflector -39 -13 14
cell 78 3 outside -16 32 -1
cell 79 3 air -17 39 -13 14
cell 80 3 aluminium -2 13 -15
cell 81 3 aluminium -2 16 -14
cell 82 3 outside 15

%Coolant channel around assembly.
%Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
%Reflector.
%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).
%Air gap between reflector and Al cladding.
%Top Al 6063 reflector cladding top end-cap(50 mils).
%Bottom Al 6063 reflector cladding bottom end-cap(50 mils).
%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).

% Zircaloy Can Dummy Fuel Assembly %
cell 101 4 coolant 2 -1 -15 16
%Coolant channel around assembly.
cell 102 4 zircaloy 3 -2 -7 8
%Zircaloy 3 casing of assembly (25 mils).
cell 103 4 air 4 -3 -7 8
%Void within assembly (55 mils).
cell 104 4 reflector -4 -5 6
%Fuel within assembly (six 3.9"x3.9"x8" blocks stacked 48" high).
cell 105 4 zircaloy -4 5 -7
%Top Zr spacer (1/4").
cell 106 4 zircaloy -4 8 -6
%Bottom Zr spacer (1/4").
cell 107 4 zircaloy -2 7 -9
%Top Zircaloy 3 fuel end-cap (3/32").
cell 108 4 zircaloy -2 10 -8
%Bottom Zircaloy 3 fuel end-cap (3/32").
cell 109 4 aluminium -2 9 -11
%Top Al 6063 reflector cladding bottom end-cap(50 mils).
cell 110 4 aluminium -2 12 -10
%Bottom Al 6063 reflector cladding top end-cap(50 mils).
cell 111 4 reflector -39 41 -13
%Top assembly reflector (24").
cell 112 4 reflector -39 14 -42
%Bottom assembly reflector (24").
cell 113 4 aluminium -2 17 11 -13
%Top Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
cell 114 4 aluminium -2 17 14 -12
%Bottom Reflector Al 6063 cladding (50 mils).
cell 115 4 aluminium -2 13 -15
%Top Al 6063 reflector cladding top end-cap(50 mils).
cell 116 4 aluminium -2 16 -14
%Bottom Al 6063 reflector cladding bottom end-cap(50 mils).
cell 117 4 outside -16 32 -1
%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).
cell 118 4 air 39 -17 11 -13
%Top reflector air gap between reflector and Al.
cell 119 4 air 39 -17 -12 14
%Bottom reflector air gap between reflector and Al.
cell 120 4 reflector -38 11 -41
%Top reflector square portion.
cell 121 4 air 38 -39 11 -41
%Top reflector air gap between reflector and Al in the square portion.
cell 122 4 reflector -38 -12 42
%Bottom reflector square portion.
cell 123 4 air 38 -39 -12 42
%Bottom reflector air gap between reflector and Al in the square portion.
cell 124 4 outside 15
%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).
% Access Hole Fuel Assembly %
% Access Hole Dummy Fuel Assembly %
% Shielding Assembly %
% Thermocouple Fuel Assembly %
% Core %
cell 30 0 outside 40
cell 31 0 outside -32
cell 32 0 outside 20 -15 16
cell 33 0 outside -16 32 18
cell 34 0 fill 10 -18 32 -40
cell 35 0 coolant 18 -19 -15 16
cell 36 0 reflector 19 -20 -15 16
cell 37 0 outside 15 18

%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).
%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).
%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).
%Brings flux to zero outside of the core (sets boundary conditions).
%Core.
%Air gap between core and reflector. (not sure if there is a air gap)
%Outside reflector.
%outside

% --- Lattice --- %
lat 10 1 0 0 19 19 10.16
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3333333333333333333
3333333333333333333
3333334443444333333
3333341114111433333
3333411111111143333
3334111211151114333
3341111111111111433
3341121111111211433
3341111111111111433
3334111111111114333
3341111111111111433
3341121111111211433
3341111111111111433
3334111211121114333
3333411111111143333
3333341114111433333
3333334443444333333
3333333333333333333
3333333333333333333
%1=regular fuel assembly
%2=control rod fuel assembly
%3=zircaloy clad reflector assembly
%4=Al clad reflector assembly
%5=CR#1
%6=CR#2
%135 regular fuel elements
%+ 8 control rod elements
%= approximately 142 regular fuel elements

% --- Material Card --- %
therm gre gre6.00t
mat steel sum rgb <128> <128> <128>
26000.03c 8.51888875e-2
25055.03c 8.46518204e-4

%Steel (Gray)
%Iron
%Manganese

mat poison sum rgb <108> <0> <0>
5010.03c 1.39515714e-2
5011.03c 5.58062855e-2
6012.03c 1.74394642e-2

%B4C (Dark Red)
%Boron-10
%Boron-11
%Carbon

mat fuel sum moder gre 6012 rgb <197> <92> <23>
92234.03c 9.33150E-08
92235.03c 8.64137E-06
92236.03c 1.85836E-08
92238.03c 5.32131E-07
6012.03c 5.08811256E-02
6000.03c 3.53580703E-02
5010.03c 1.45913E-07
5011.03c 5.83652E-07
26000.03c 1.85516144e-5

%Fuel (Orange)
%U-234
%U-235
%U-236
%U-238
%Carbon
%Carbon
%Boron-10
%Boron-11
%Iron

mat coolant sum
rgb <100> <223> <249>
7014.03c 4.3433e-5
8016.03c 1.0212e-5

%Coolant (Light Blue)
%Nitrogen
%Oxygen

mat air sum
rgb <230> <251> <255>
7014.03c 4.3433e-5
8016.03c 1.0212e-5

%Air Gap (White Blue)
%Nitrogen
%Oxygen

Mat zircaloy sum rgb <128> <0> <255>
26000.03c 0.0001699236
50000.03c 0.000077674
40000.03c 4.2084792E-02

%Zircaloy (Purple)
%Iron
%Tin
%Zirconium

Mat aluminium sum rgb <255> <255> <0>

%Al 6063 (Yellow)
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13027.03c 0.0599572887
26000.03c .0004385235

%Aluminium
%Iron

Mat reflector sum moder gre 6012 rgb <46> <50> <107>
6012.03c 0.08374907
5010.03c 3.7105968e-8
5011.03c 1.48423872e-7
26000.03c 1.801745e-5

%Graphite (Blue)
%Carbon
%Boron-10
%Boron-11
%Iron

mat test sum rgb 255 0 128
7014.03c 4.3433e-5

%Test regions (Hot Pink)
%Nitrogen

%--- Mesh Generation --- %
%plot 3 5000 5000 [130.823]
%plot 3 5000 5000 [80.823]
plot 3 5000 5000 [0]
%plot 3 5000 5000 [-80.823]
%plot 3 2000 2000 [-54.97]
%plot 3 1000 1000 [70]
%plot 3 1000 1000 [71]
%plot 3 1000 1000 [84]
%plot 3 1000 1000 [-70]
%plot 3 1000 1000 [-71]
%plot 3 1000 1000 [-84]
%plot 3 1000 1000 [123]
%plot 3 1000 1000 [-123]
plot 2 8300 3920 [-40.64]
plot 2 2000 1000
mesh 2 3150 2460
mesh 3 2000 2000 [0]

%View outgas tube and square portion of reflector perpendicular to z.
%View outgas tube and octahedral portion of reflector perpendicular to z.
%View octahedral portion of reflector perpendicular to z.
%View outgas tube and square portion of reflector perpendicular to z.
%View outgas tube and octahedral portion of reflector perpendicular to z.
%View octahedral portion of reflector perpendicular to z.
%View of Al end caps perpendicular to z (top).
%View of Al end caps perpendicular to z (bottom).

% --- Calculation Input --- %
set pop 30000 500 50 1.0 10
set his 1
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